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Abstract

The COVID-19 pandemic caused worldwide disruption, including the closure of public

schools in the United States. This dissertation introduces a conceptual framework of complex

leadership, based on complexity leadership theory, to understand the decision-making process of

traditional leadership positions. The framework identifies five leadership functions: generative,

administrative, community building, information gathering, and information using. These

functions interact within a closed complex adaptive system, facilitating emergence,

self-organization, and adaptation.

Applying this framework to education during the pandemic, the study reveals that the

education system operates as a complex adaptive system, with leadership events occurring in a

chaotic environment. The closure of schools and the shift to virtual learning created uncertainty

and disagreements among stakeholders, exacerbated by internet access issues and insufficient

training. The formation of groups, called aggregates, was influenced by shared experiences and

connections. High staff turnover and organizational issues hindered the formation of strong

relationships among teachers.

The study finds that the GMS school operated in a state of chaos during the pandemic.

Aggregates formed to address challenges and find solutions. The study examines the

administrative, generative, and community building functions of complex leadership and

highlights the importance of building meaningful relationships, balancing generative and

administrative functions, and supporting communication.

The study concludes that complex leadership theory is applicable to chaotic educational

environments during the pandemic. It suggests further research to intentionally implement the

theory and explore relationships and emergent leadership events in other educational contexts.
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Additionally, the formation of aggregates and their response to the administrative function

should be studied from an insider's perspective.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

On the last day of 2019 and after much speculation, the government in Wuhan Province,

China, confirmed it was treating dozens of cases of a pneumonia-based disease which had an

unknown cause (Taylor, 2020). The Chinese authorities identified a new type of coronavirus on

January 7 which was subsequently to be named 2019-nCoV or more popularly COVID-19 and

shared the genetic sequence with the world on January 12 (World Health Organization, 2020a).

The previous day, January 11, 2020, China had reported its first death from the virus, a

61-year-old man, who was a regular visitor to the Huanan seafood market in the Jianghan district

of Wuhan. At that time, China reported that there was no evidence that the virus could be spread

between humans (Qin & Hernandez, 2020). The death came just a few weeks before China’s

largest national holiday, the Chinese New Year. This is traditionally a time of family

reunification, where the entire Chinese economy closes for the statutory seven-day holiday and

citizens make over three billion trips to see family and friends (Lyu et al., 2020). The

government put the city of Wuhan on lockdown on January 23, one day before the beginning of

the holiday, halting all public transport and canceling all flights, but the disease had begun to

spread.

The Ministry of Public Health in Thailand reported its first case of the virus on January

13, 2020, the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare in Japan (MHLW) reported its first imported

case on January 15, and the National Focal Point (NFP) for the Republic of Korea reported their

first laboratory confirmed case on January 20 (World Health Organization, 2020b). By January

23, at least seventeen people had died and more than five hundred seventy were infected

including now Taiwan and Washington State in the United States (Rabin, 2020). On Thursday

January 30, the World Health Organization declared a global health emergency, as the infection
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rate worldwide hit nearly ten thousand. The first death outside of China was reported in the

Philippines on February 2, a man in his forties who had traveled directly from Wuhan (Ramzy &

May, 2020); by this date, three hundred sixty people had reportedly died in China.

On February 11, the WHO gave the disease its official name (WHO, 2020), but in a

supporting press conference, the director general of the World Health Organization, Tedros

Adhanom Ghebreyesus stated, “With 99 percent of cases in China, this remains very much an

emergency for that country, but one that holds a very grave threat for the rest of the world”

(Ramzy et al., 2020). By March 11, the US suspended travel from Europe and the rest of the

world (Baker, 2020), and on March 12, Michigan became the first state to close its public

schools, with all but two states (Nebraska and Maine) closing all their public school buildings

within eleven days (Marshall et al., 2020).

Purpose and Rationale

The twenty-first century globalization, underpinned by super government and

non-government powers (Tilly 2004), fueled a global movement of education and money rooted

in the production of easily transported electronics and pharmaceuticals. Harvard Business News

predicted a 13-32% decline in merchandise trade (Altman, 2020) due to the COVID-19

pandemic. This is unlikely to be the last global pandemic which closes schools across the world

and globally forces governments to impose restrictions on international travel. As the advantages

and benefits of trade and travel and the possibilities of global education reach the children in the

wet markets in central China, the detrimental effects of epidemiological diffusion accompany

them. The rapid spread of COVID-19 wreaked havoc on every aspect of life. Governments

struggled with a massive economic downturn while millions of people stayed at home to protect

themselves from the virus. There were massive and long-term economic consequences for both
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non-governmental and governmental organizations (Altman 2020). Perhaps more significant,

however, are the effects of schools across the United States suddenly closing, and their teaching

and instruction moving rapidly to untested online platforms. The consequences of these actions

will not be apparent for another generation, and the true cost cannot be calculated.

Change management, especially within emergency situations like the COVID-19

outbreak, became critical. The globalization of the post-world war II era (Tilly, 2004) changed its

focus, and the previous increase in personal travel and commerce reversed (Altman, 2020). How

individual communities reacted to these changes and responded to a global crisis became

increasingly important. Nontraditional leadership emerged as a significant role over traditional

leadership positions as communities found themselves having to quickly adapt to new situations.

New transitions became more dialogue based rather than instructional as people attempted to

find a new normal.

Within the uncertainty of changing environments, researchers have developed ways to

predict, measure, and understand community behavior. Complex Adaptive Systems (CASs) are

groups and organizations where an understanding of how the individual components operate is

not a direct predictor of how the whole will react to a situation. There is an element of

circumstantial unpredictability that cannot be fully understood until after the event has been

observed. The system is an evolving structure which reorganizes and adapts according to the

unique environmental conditions of the moment (Chiva, 2014, as cited in Turner & Baker, 2019;

He et al., 2011; Manson, 2001; Morrison, 2006; Stacey, 1996; Stewart 2001).

Viewing communities as Complex Adaptive Systems (CASs) is a way to view groups of

people who are isolated in a semi permeable way, within a larger community and to describe the

interactions between individuals and groups. My example is Gregory Middle School (GMS), a
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Title I middle school in the Southeast of the United States. GMS has a minority population of

94% and 84% of the population are economically disadvantaged. GMS is part of McMillan

Public School District (MPS) which serves approximately 28,000 students in 52 schools. I have

used MPS and GMS as pseudonyms to anonymize the school system and school throughout this

dissertation.

Statement of the Problem

Preparing for and managing change is an area of intense research in business leadership

academia, and if this is true for business and commerce, it is doubly true for schools and

education. How, then, do leaders of communities, like school districts, handle a massive change

that was totally unpredictable and groundbreaking in its consequences? What can we learn about

community interaction and leadership roles during radical change? While complexity leadership

theory, using complex adaptive systems as the central tenet, have been developing for some time

in other fields, educational references to this theory are not as fully developed. Complexity

leadership theory has been studied in a school leadership environment (Morrison, 2002) but not

through a case study and not in an environment identifying a specific community and the theory

together. This case study of an educational community, undergoing massive change and

uncertainty and using complex leadership theory as its conceptual framework, examined these

questions and the implications for school communities and their traditional administrative

leadership roles.

Purpose of the Study

This is an instrumental case study (Stake,1995) to show how a semi-isolated school

community handled the change from traditional classroom-based school to virtual school in a

short amount of time due to the COVID-19 outbreak of 2020. It explores how this radical social
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adjustment for the community shaped individual interactions with the school administration and

each other during this time. It proposes that these interactions within the community can be

better understood using a framework built on complexity leadership theories (Morrison 2002).

Conceptual Framework

Complexity leadership theory has developed from complexity science where systems are

described as non-linear and non-reductionist (Chiva, 2014, as cited in Turner & Baker, 2019).

Leadership is described in terms of events and is not assigned to an individual person or group.

The unpredictable interactions of individuals described in complex leadership theory (CLT) fits

well within an educational community environment where there are many diverse stakeholders

who all have distinct and individual needs from the system. I have combined several structural

frameworks from the literature, which are not from an education leadership discipline, and

created a theoretical framework of complexity leadership. Understanding the complexity of a

system and the interactions between the individuals involved is a matter of perspective or

framing and the level of decision making that it influences, referred to as fine and coarse grain

activities (Stewart 2001). While some interpretations of the theory attempt to capture the chaos

of the interactions (Gilani et al., 2018) and others try to move away from the over simplistic

reductionist logic (Uhl-Bien & Marion, 2009), my conceptual framework uses observations and

interviews to examine the influence that the relationships and interactions throughout the

community have on the decision-making processes of those in traditional leadership positions.

The conceptual framework I developed based on the literature and personal experiences

guides the selection of participants, the data collection strategies, and the development of the

codebook for data analysis as described by Miles and Huberman (1994). The conceptual

framework identifies who is included in the study, describes the relationships that present
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themselves, and identifies areas for coding and general constructs that can be put into intellectual

“bins” (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 18).

Research Question

How did the decision-making processes of traditional leadership roles change through the

interaction of the four functions of complex leadership theory in a Title I middle school, in

response to the COVID-19 crisis?

Research Design

This is an instrumental single case study (Stake, 1995) to show how a semi-isolated

school community handled the change from traditional classroom-based school to virtual school

in a noticeably short amount of time due to the COVID-19 outbreak of 2020. Through a process

of semi-structured interviews and observations, the study explores how the school and district

administration structures changed their decision-making processes to accommodate the

influences of the community. These changes in decision-making processes and the interactions

that influenced them are modeled using a framework built on complex leadership theories.

An instrumental design is one which uses a case study to understand a process, rather

than the case itself; in this case, leadership in complex changing environments is the process

examined (Stake,1995), remembering that the generalization comes from the case study and not

the case (Yin, 2006). Unlike other case studies that attempt to explain the situation, this study

provides understanding of the functions involved in the decision-making process. Understanding

relates to an intentionality which explanation is not. This case study does not work to explain

why things were the way they were rather it describes in depth how things were at a particular

time and place (Stake, 1995). This is different to case studies seeking to identify cause and effect
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relationships and those, like this study which are seeking understanding of the human

experience.

Assumptions

While I am studying the impact of a global pandemic on local decision making, I have

bound this case by focusing on a specific community. I assume that parents, teachers, and

paraprofessionals within the community made contributions to the decision-making process of

the administration during the lockdown period. I assume that parents wrote emails to the school

leadership expressing their concerns and their observations of their own students and made

suggestions about policy. I assume that parents, teachers, and paraprofessionals in the school

community talked to each other about their concerns and these interactions helped to solidify

opinions and promoted the idea of communicating their ideas. Subsequently, the school

leadership or the school district made a decision that changed the coarse grain policy the group

were discussing.

Delimitations

This is a bounded system both spatially and temporally. The time limitation of this study

was from the lockdown announcement by the state governor (26 March 2020) to the end of the

academic year for the students (June 10, 2020), a total of seventy-six days, not all of which were

designated school work days. The people included in this study are members of the GMS

community. The members of my defined community all live in the local area of a medium sized

city in the South Western United States.

Significance

The post World War II (1945) globalization of commerce accompanied by globalization

of movement of people (Tilly, 2002) was severely affected by the outbreak of COVID -19. This
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is unlikely to be the last global pandemic which closes schools across the world. Generally,

world economists view the prospects for globalization in a post Coronavirus era as being

economically and politically driven (Altman, 2020) but few have considered the effects on a

generation of young people through their educational experience and the changes that took place

in schools during the pandemic. They admit that the decision-making process in a changing

environment, especially when that change precipitates an unpredictable emergency situation,

becomes critical (Sridhar & Majumder, 2020). They acknowledge that nontraditional leadership

takes precedence over traditional dictatorial roles as bringing communities into compliance

becomes more dialogue based rather than instructional (Taub, 2020), but few have applied these

assertions to educational situations.

Viewing educational communities as Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) is a new way to

view groups of people who are isolated in a semi permeable way, within a larger community.

Every member of the community has a stakeholder role within the system and therefore becomes

an aggregate as they communicate with other members. Understanding how a high school

community operates as a complex adaptive system in extreme circumstances can help us better

understand leadership and school communities for the future.

Definition of Terms

Complex Leadership Theory (CLT): There is no single definition or acknowledged theory for

complexity leadership. Arising from scientific complexity theory complexity leadership theory is

a leadership system where systems are described as non-linear and non-reductionist. CLT

provides a theoretical framework for explaining the social interaction of individuals within a

system that many other leadership theories have acknowledged but not fully developed. This
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view of leadership embraces enabling and learning rather than chasing desired outcomes and

controlling the behaviors of followers

Complex Adaptive System (CAS): There is no single definition for complex adaptive systems

(CASs). They cannot be reduced to their component parts as the total sum of the output of their

properties is not linearly related to the individual elements. The result of a complex adaptive

system does not follow a reductionist theory and instead depends on the interdependency and

interactions of the components (He et al., 2011, as cited in Turner & Baker, 2019). The systems

are always heterogeneous in nature and theoretically are unlimited in their ability to adapt and

change (Chiva, 2014, as cited in Turner & Baker, 2019). The complex adaptive system is the

basic unit of complex leadership theory.

Organization of the Study

This study was organized into five chapters. In chapter one, the researcher determined the

purpose of the study, explained the problem and significance, provided the relevant literature.

The research questions were introduced and a brief overview of the study design, along with the

conceptual framework that guided the study was presented. In chapter two, the researcher

defined and developed a theory of complex leadership and identified the relevant leadership

functions and mechanisms. In chapter three, the researcher offered a reflexivity statement,

explained the research methodology and rationale, and detailed the research design by outlining

the bounds of the case and the epistemological commitment of the study. Chapter three also

included strategies for trustworthiness, validity, and ethical considerations. The results were

presented in chapter four. Chapter five included an interpretation of the results, highlighted

important implications, and recommended areas for future research.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review

"The leader is one who, out of clutter, brings simplicity… out of discord, harmony… and out of

difficulty, opportunity." - Albert Einstein

Educational Leadership Theories

Discussions of what makes a good leader have filled the pages of journals and articles for

decades. Many academics have spent a lifetime of research seeking a theory that will provide a

structure for all leaders in all situations. In assessing the characteristics of effective schools,

researchers have developed many lists and instruments which have differing amounts of

influence. Quality indicators have been developed alongside these lists, and leadership is

featured every time (Christie & Lingard, 2001). Educational leadership theories have followed

general leadership theories adapting the specifics, as necessary.

There is considerable research to show alternatives to traditional hierarchy in schools

including parallel leadership (Crowther et al., 2002), density of leadership, and building

leadership capacity in schools (Lambert, 1998). All of these theories try to capture the notion

that leadership goes beyond an individual endeavor but never fully abandons the traditional role

structure.

Leithwood and various colleagues have developed and described in detail an

eight-dimensional model of transformational school leadership (Leithwood & Jantzi, 1990, 1999,

2000) following the general leadership theory with details for educational settings. Yukl and

Mahsud (2010) discuss the need for flexible and adaptive leadership in the commercial world

citing increased use of virtual interaction and new forms of social networking, and what is true in

a business environment is doubly true for education. In fulfilling the much-quoted brief of every

high school to “prepare students for jobs that don’t yet exist … using technologies that haven’t
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been invented … in order to solve problems we don’t even know are problems yet” (Fisch,

2006), education must be at the front of the practice of adaptive leadership and be aware of

changes in leadership theory.

Complexity Leadership theory (CLT) has emerged in response to the issues and

limitations of existing leadership theories (Brown, 2011). It reframes leadership as no longer

referring to a person but instead to an event (Goldstein et al., 2010). It is a distributed theory

where anyone within the system can, and does, act as both a participant and a leader at any time.

Traditional leadership still exists to facilitate the events that emerge from systematic interactions

(Lichtenstein et al., 2006), but the events are created throughout the system from many

heterogeneous agents.

Scientific Complexity Theory

Since the seventeenth century and the work of Sir Isaac Newton, the scientific method

has orientated itself around a reductionist linear theory, concluding that a system is the sum of its

parts, and if the parts are understood in enough detail, the whole becomes clear. This

epistemology has been successfully applied to many areas and has provided the scientific

community with reliable and dependable answers for centuries. The rocket that took man to the

moon was a linearly organized, reductionist sum of the engineered parts from which it was

constructed. As understanding has progressed however, scientists have become aware of systems

which are not linear and cannot be reduced to the sum of their parts…systems in which the total

product turns out to be much more than that calculated by simple addition. These systems, which

are unpredictable and mercurial, are defined as complex. A complex system is not the same as a

complicated system. Complicated systems have many parts and have many influences but can

still be described using linear and reductionist theories.
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An ecologically diverse rainforest, the daily commute to work through city traffic, the

stock market and national economic movement, and our individual immune systems are all

examples of adaptive systems that exhibit complexity, otherwise known as CAS. Figure 1 is an

amalgamation of several diagrams (Rumsfeld 2002; Snowden, 2010; Turner & Baker, 2019) and

shows four types of systems divided into two main categories. The traditional view, represented

by general systems theory (GST), which bases itself on the principle of equilibrium or

homeostasis (Schneider & Somers, 2006), employs reductionist and linear theories. The simple

example is a bicycle where the interaction of the component parts can be seen and easily

understood, and the complicated, a space rocket, in which the mathematical mechanics are

intricate but still linear. On the other side is the complex view, where complex adaptive systems

do not produce linear results and are non-reductionist in nature. The difference between complex

and chaos is highlighted in that chaotic systems are unknowable, but complex systems emerge

into coherence that can be seen with retrospect.

Battram (1998) refers to chaotic systems as crudely complex, showing a potential for

complexity, which is impeded by a catastrophic and chaotic nature, is dominant. Chaos theory

was developed out of mathematical theories and shows that systems that are seemingly random

demonstrate underlying order; catastrophe theory postulates that small changes in some small

characteristic can cause large and abrupt changes elsewhere in the system (Thom, 1972). The

changing of a system from chaos to complex, or the reverse, is referred to as the edge of chaos

and is where much of the research in this area is focused (Stacy, 2002).
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Figure 1

Complex Adaptive Systems and General Systems Comparison

(Rumsfeld 2002; Snowden, 2010; Turner & Baker, 2019)

Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) In Scientific Theory

He et al. (2011) propose that complex systems cannot be reduced to their component

parts as their total sum properties depend on the interdependency and interactions of the

components (as cited in Turner & Baker, 2019). The systems are always heterogeneous in nature

and theoretically are unlimited in their ability to adapt and change (Chiva, 2014. as cited in

Turner & Baker, 2019). The resulting outcome is incipient from an undetectable origin and is

referred to as emergent. There can be no direct extrapolation to the beginnings of the event as the

traveled path is unclear and cannot be duplicated; the precise circumstances can never be exactly
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repeated, and all the variables never be replicated. A miniscule change in the environment can

infinitely change the results in a way that could not have been predicted because the interactions

are situationally unique and construct idiosyncratic results.

Complexity science branches across many areas of traditional science, with many

different applications; there is no unified theory or definition. Manson (2001) reduces complexity

to three main areas: algorithmic complexity, deterministic complexity, and aggregate complexity.

Algorithmic complexity refers to mathematical complexity and information theory. Deterministic

complexity describes the seemingly unpredictable, self-organization of systems. It draws on

chaos and catastrophe theory, where small changes in a seemingly irrelevant element can create

huge and unpredictable changes throughout the whole system. An example of this is the famous

anecdote of the flap of a butterfly’s wings in Japan causing unpredicted tornadoes in the Midwest

of the United States. Finally, aggregate complexity concerns itself with how individual

components within the system interact to create non-linear, unpredictable behavior (Manson,

2001).

A complex adaptive system (CAS) is the primary unit of a complex system. A CAS, for

example, an individual organism, adapts to a changing external environment by making small

internal changes. The processes that cause and promote these changes are self-organization and

auto-catalysis which are prerequisites for a CAS definition (Morrison, 2006). The adaptation of

the individual CAS causes changes in the environment which creates a dynamic and continuous

change recursively (Stewart, 1991). The CAS and the external environment change each other,

and one cannot be considered without the other. Systems that do not continuously dynamically

transform according to their environment die or move towards entropy; they need adaptation and

growth to survive (Stacey,1996). This adaption also produces autopoiesis, both for the CAS and
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the environment. The individual nature which has been self-created by adjustment contributes to

survival over systems that simply replicate.

Complexity, then, is an interpretation of perspective or framing of a system, using CAS

as a base unit, in retrospect. Described within the broad label of complexity are various levels of

detail and the post-event patterns that are observed, that seemingly appear from random and

unrelated interactions. The conclusions drawn by a researcher can only ever be a perception or an

interpretation of what the observer retrospectively witnessed. (Stewart, 2001).

Complex Leadership Theory (CLT) borrows concepts from both aggregate theory and

chaos theory and frames the system as both complex and adaptive. This amalgamation offers a

radical challenge to the traditional preconceived notions of prediction and control of a system

(Tosey, 2002) and challenges the idea that the only alternative to “being in charge” is anarchy

(Stacey et al., 2000, p. 124).

Complex Leadership Theory (CLT): An Overview

Complexity leadership theory (CLT) is derived from complexity science (Lichtenstein et

al., 2006; Simon, 1962; Uhl-Bien & Marion 2008) and provides a theoretical framework for

explaining the social interaction of individuals within a system that many other leadership

theories have acknowledged but not fully developed (Lichtenstein et al., 2006). Complexity

leadership requires a holistic approach considering the entirety of the organization, not just the

traditional decision makers (Lichtenstein & Plowman, 2009; Plowman & Duchon, 2008;

Uhl-Bien et al., 2008).

A diagrammatic representation of the conceptual framework described in the following

overview is shown in Figure 2. In CLT, leadership is no longer a person or group of people, but

instead is an event which can be identified after it occurs. The theory expands the central point of
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leadership away from the isolated, role-based actions of individuals and instead expands the

focus to contextual interactions which continuously occur across the whole system influencing

the decision-making process (Lichtenstein et al., 2006).

In CLT, individual components of the system, or individuals in the community form

groups called aggregates (Uhl-Bien et al., 2006), use complex natural teleology, or the deliberate

pursuit of a desired end (Marion & Uhl-Bien, 2001), to create leadership events (Marion &

Uhl-Bien, 2001). Unlike models that use long established leadership theories, these events can

emerge from anywhere in the system, especially at what would conventionally be called the

follower levels. Through the mechanisms of correlation, aggregation, and autocatalysis, a

resonance is created between aggregates where shared history and experiences produce informal

social bonds that build larger social groups called meta-aggregates. Leaders purposely employing

CLT disrupt the existing traditional patterns by creating limited conflict, acknowledging

uncertainty, and enabling communication between aggregates. Ultimately, traditional leaders

provide the structures to facilitate the events and give meaning to what is happening (Plowman et

al, 2007b).

The traditional leader has new functions which enable the complexity and fulfill their

traditional roles and facilitate the leadership event through coarse-grained processes (Uhl-Bien &

Marion, 2008). In the long term, the leadership permanently changes the coarse-grained

processes, and the process of aggregate interaction begins again, providing a feedback loop

within the system. This view of leadership embraces enabling and learning rather than chasing

desired outcomes and controlling the behaviors of followers (Jenning & Dooley, 2007; Marion &

Uhl-Bien, 2001).
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Figure 2

Diagrammatic Representation of the Conceptual Framework of Complexity Leadership Theory
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The Edge of Chaos

Complexity leadership events take place on the edge of the transitional state between

chaos and complexity, dramatically referred to as the edge of chaos, (Kauffman, 1995; Mitchell

et al., 1993, Stacey, 2002), “far-from equilibrium” (Meyer et al., 2005; Prigogine, 1995) and

“criticality” (Bak & Paczuski, 1995). The climate of the system is described as a binomial

construct of certainty and agreement as shown in Appendix A.

In ideal circumstances, systems are both close to agreement and close to certainty, and

rational decision-making takes place (blue). When the agreement between aggregates

disintegrates, political decisions are made to bring sides to a consensus (orange). When certainty

is in doubt, judgmental decisions must be made weighing the positives and negatives of the

problem (orange). When both agreement and certainty are questioned, the system becomes

complex (red) before it descends into chaos and anarchy. The complex decision-making area is

large but has no defined limitations.

At this point, with the whole system at the edge of chaos, leadership takes the role of

fitting within the environment and enabling complexity rather than fighting it. The point in the

system where linear predictability changes to approach the edge of chaos is completely obscured

to the external observer (Morrison, 2006) and cannot be accurately forecast.

Complex Adaptive Systems (CAS) In Leadership Theory

Complexity leadership theory assumes that the system within which the leadership takes

place is a closed complex adaptive system (CAS) (Aagaard, 2012; Albert et al., 2015; Chiva,

2014, as cited in Turner & Baker, 2019; Pslek, 1995). Like scientific complexity theory, the

components, or members of the organization, interact in a non-simple, non-linear way (Albert et

al., 2015). The system is completely heterogenous with each component being an individual who
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operates through their own personal needs and requirements (Chiva, 2014, as cited in Turner &

Baker, 2019); perhaps they are making decisions through an identifiable path according to

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, or perhaps making decisions based upon irreproducible outside

influences. These individuals (or aggregates) are all independent but do not operate in isolation.

Their interactions are based on an infinite number of possible scenarios which can be influenced

by an infinite number of situations. In addition to this personal behavior, complex social

influencing takes place at all levels (Pslek, 1995). This system behaves similarly to a biological

organism, as from within the complexity emerges an evolution of self-organization (Battram,

1999; Lichtenstein, 2000; Marion, 1999). The system cannot be controlled by individual

aggregates, but in working together, they can influence the direction of decision-making

(Aagaard, 2012); they may not know their interactions are creating these changes at the time.

Complex adaptive systems are not singularly defined either within the various branches

of science or leadership theories. Instead, scholars have tried to attribute characteristics to

complex adaptive systems to broadly identify them. Turner’s meta-analysis (2019) of terms for

CAS taken from leadership theories and the scientific backgrounds reduces CASs to 8 basic

tenets (p9). All the definitions include non-linearity and non-reductionist properties that produce

irreducible consequences; there is no definable way to reduce a system to a sum of its parts.

CASs are almost universally identified as adaptive and self-organizing, and the paths taken

during these processes are perverse and convoluted. CASs operate between order and chaos in a

complex area called the edge of chaos. CASs have history that influences pathways and actions

taken, but it is unrecognizable as relevant until after the event. The event pathway cannot be

identified and traced until it is viewed in retrospect.
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Aggregates

The CAS is made up of individuals who are totally independent of each other but form

social groups and networks called aggregates; these groups can produce emergent leadership

events and influence change and movement in the whole system. In leadership theory, these

initial aggregates are groups of people who find some connections through social interaction or

common interests, and as these groups form, they reinforce ideas and objectives. The aggregates

remain small and are self-limiting in size because of naturally occurring conflicts between large

groups which tend to lose their common identity (Marion & Uhl-Bien, 2001).

People construct their perception of reality through their interactions and experiences

with media, technology, and each other. They then explain their thinking to one another by

storytelling, creating and developing their own unique models and theories as they do (Drath,

2001, as cited in Lichtenstein et al., 2006). People naturally have a subjective memory and

construct information into understanding through their own experiences, which subsequently

influences their responses to all social situations and interactions (Hazy & Uhl-Bien, 2015). Two

individuals who experience the same event each will construct the event and consequently react

completely differently from another. This resulting diversity and heterogeneity among

individuals as they form aggregates is imperative for a complex system to develop.

Individuals are constantly constructing and reconstructing a reality through their

interactions and world views without any reproducible pathways. The complexity of the

individual groups, and the non-linear processes that constantly occur in them, cause problems for

traditional statistical methods of analysis (Hazy & Ashley, 2011). These interactions can happen

in many ways, through face-to-face interactions, or through social media influences and

messaging, over long periods of time or brief associations.
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An attractor is a social magnet or a gravity pit that draws people into a group

environment (Uhl-Bien & Marion, 2009) and influences behaviors within these groups.

Generally, people are drawn socially to people who have similar interests and experiences. A

commonly used attractor is culture, which Kershner and McQuillan (2016) describe as “the

framework of values, beliefs and symbols through which individuals interpret and act on the

world” (p. 8). Culture underpins a logic for expectations, practices and processes (Goldstein et

al., 2010).

A tag, or a specific ideal, in the form of an unspoken label, enables individuals who share

the same purpose to identify one another. Tags are not necessarily overt or immediately obvious

to outsiders and are not always identified or spoken by the members. Individuals may solidify an

idea and by their charisma and actions become the tag that binds the ideas of the group. Several

people may group together around an individual with whom they have a connection but not

necessarily form friendships and bonds with the rest of the group. Within complex groups,

attractor, aggregate tags promote higher levels of quality interaction (Hazy & Uhl-Bien, 2015)

because they limit promulgation and concentrate communication within small groups. Leaders

can act as tags when influencing aggregate formation.

The primary unit of an aggregate is a bonded pair (Weick, 1995) held together by an

attractor which may have a tag. Aggregates will naturally curtail their size to limit internal

arguments that can impose conflicting restraints on the members (Marion & Uhl-Bien, 2001).

Large aggregates have difficulty maintaining a common identity and can become complex

systems, often splintering into new aggregates and sub-aggregates.

Within a CAS, aggregates are linked by vast networks of couplings and relationships

which can be described by their level of tightness. A system can be assessed on a spectrum of
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relatively tight to relatively loose (Kauffman, 1993, as cited in Marion & Uhl-Bien, 2001).

Systems that are tight have many strong bonds across many groups and dictate behavioral norms,

with a low tolerance of deviation (Gelfand et al., 2011). Relatively tight interactions allow a

community to resist small changes and disruptions, however, when change does come, it spreads

rapidly throughout the system.

Relatively loose interactions have unenforced social standards and a high tolerance of

idiosyncratic behavior (Gelfand et al., 2011). Within an adaptive system, localized adjustments

are made, and subsystems absorb the change without spreading it system-wide (Weick, 1976;

Weick, 1979). Moderate coupling is a signature definition of complexity theory (Marion &

Uhl-Bien, 2001).

Resonance of Aggregates. Through shared history and experiences, individuals will form

aggregates based around attractors and tags; conversations lead ideas to then begin to “appear,

incorporate, diverge, corrupt, (and) conflict” (Baltaci & Balci 2017, p. 46). When opinions align,

the interactions become stronger, rather like a harmonic sound wave breaking a glass; ideas gain

credibility and strength; agreement between aggregates is called resonance.

Weick (1979) describes the basic unit of any organization as being the “double interact”

of interdependent behaviors between individuals; that the influencing is a two-way process, a

persuasion of both parties. Brown (2011) identifies the three mechanisms of resonance as

correlation, aggregation, and autocatalysis. The aggregates align (correlation), informally form

themselves into a more cohesive structure (aggregation), and then reinforce themselves in an

echo chamber environment (autocatalysis).

Resonance tends to occur when uncertainty and change threaten the equilibrium of a

system and tensions arise; aggregates join together to find stability and reassurance and
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leadership events emerge. Despite the complexity of a system, and the apparent lack of

traditional leadership, aggregates function together as an entity, and there is an emergence of

order without centralized control. Often new sublevels of the organization are formed organically

(Manson, 2001). Both trivial and great ideas appear from these resonant groups which develop

from convergence of thought on controversial ideas, internal feedback, organizational rules and

social protocols (Baltaci & Balci, 2017).

The resonant interactions between the aggregates are enabled and encouraged by the

individuals’ deliberate pursuits of a desired end or complex natural teleology (Marion &

Uhl-Bien, 2001). Building on Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, complex natural teleology assumes

the requirements for physiological requirements have been met, and instead concentrates on the

requirements from the system. The aggregates fulfill their individual and group requirements via

their interactions with each other, through categories labeled as physics, autocatalysis, selection

and need (Marion & Uhl-Bien, 2001).

These may take the form of informal conversations in coffee shops, passing chats in the

grocery store, or facilitated and structured meetings with the sole purpose of coming together to

solve a problem. The result may be that someone is inspired to write an email because they have

discovered they are not alone in their concern; or a group may formally present an idea to

management in a prearranged environment.

These presentations of ideas, in many different formats, from many different sources, are

leadership events which need to be recognized by formal management structures. In the right

situations they may ultimately result in wide ranging coarse-grain changes to the system.

Separately from this process traditional leaders may enable the interactions and give meaning to

what is happening, but they must also understand that they do not specifically direct or control
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the interactions; they simply shepherd them into meaning (Plowman et al, 2007b). These

interactions can also become beyond individual control and can continue to produce more than a

single aggregate would ever be capable of individually (Marion & Uhl-Bien, 2001).

The “physics” of natural teleology between aggregates refers to the physical restrictions

and limitations to the groups. If aggregates are geographically separated and require technology

to communicate, the limitations of this technology will directly impact their ability to resonate

with each other. If there are no opportunities for interaction, then attractors and tags will not be

identified, and resonance will not occur. In conjunction with Maslow's pyramid, if the basic

infrastructure providing opportunity for communication is not in place, then the higher-level

phenomenon cannot even begin.

Autocatalysis between aggregate groups occurs as the resonance becomes stronger,

producing groups that reinforce each other. In chemistry, autocatalysis occurs when one of the

products of the reaction becomes the catalyst. Here, as individuals interrelate, their attractors

become reinforced and catalyze or encourage the interaction. Individuals may impart a bit of

resonance on each other but maintain their independence and heterogeneity within the system.

Similarly, auto-coordination also develops because of the edge of chaos and spontaneous

resonance (Baltacı & Balcı, 2017). As aggregates begin to resonate with each other, they begin to

build coordination networks and bring order to the environment (Stacey, 1996).

In the complex interactions of aggregates, there are many competing attractors and

influences. Not all interactions have equal weight socially, and the leadership events that emerge

from the aggregates depend on a complex selection process. In complex biological processes,

this is referred to as natural selection. In leadership and social environments, the ideas with the

loudest voice, the first to dominate the conversation, or the idea most repeated and therefore the
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one with the most resonance is likely to succeed in influencing the decision-making process. Not

all members play equal roles, but all the roles are interrelated (Lichtenstein et al., 2006), and,

until the event is complete or past, the importance of each contribution cannot be fully evaluated.

What seems meaningless and trivial at the time may be the proverbial butterfly’s wings that

cause the organizational storm. As the environment changes, different aggregates will leverage

their skills and experiences (Lichtenstein et al., 2006) and take on the roles of traditional leaders

or followers as appropriate. This environment, of many aggregates and individuals espousing

different and multiple solutions and futures, adds to the edge of chaos conditions and creates

what Lichtenstein & Plowman (2009) describe as disequilibrium.

In accordance with Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, the physical needs of an aggregate will

play an important part in their interactions. Deliberate need for satisfaction is a function of the

individual, not the group, and usually promotes prestige, power and legitimacy (Marion &

Uhl-Bien, 2001). This only happens once the physiological and safety needs have been achieved.

Leadership Events

Complexity leadership theory (CLT) does not look at leadership as any one individual or

group of people but, instead, as an event. Leadership events emerge through interactions between

aggregates and then meta-aggregates over time (Cilliers & Spurrett, 1999). Marion and Uhl-Bien

(2001) describe the process as being like the straw that breaks the camel's back: an idea or an

innovation appears to have come out of nowhere. These events, however unpredictable, are the

result of nonlinear interactions that are constantly happening within the organization.

Each leadership event is an action segment (Lichtenstein et al., 2006) whose meaning

cannot be fully dissected until after the event has appeared and passed. Its origins, the dynamic

interactions of aggregates, will not be clear until they are seen through a retrospective lens. Not
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all the interactions have equal influence on the event, but they all have an interrelated part to

play. At the time of occurrence, there cannot be full appreciation for every contributing factor;

some occurrences will seem meaningless within localized context when, in fact, they are the

lynchpin to the event formation. Lichtenstein et al. (2006) refer to this as the “space between.”

Leadership events provide a different conceptualization of leadership within the

framework of subjectivist ontology and interpretivist epistemology (Houglum, 2012).

Subjectivist ontology examines the concept that reality exists when a phenomenon is experienced

and given meaning, for example, when an individual’s experiences affect the way they view

information from within an aggregate group.

Interpretivist epistemology assumes that “knowledge can only be created and understood

from the point of view of the individuals who live and work in a particular culture or

organization” (Hatch & Cunliffe, 2006, p. 13), for example, from within the resonances of the

aggregates. Together this paradigmatic commitment goes some way to explaining leadership

events.

Emergence

Uhl-Bien and Marion (2008) describe emergence as the sudden and unpredictable change

event, but it is not sudden, although it may at first appear like that to the casual observer. The

emergence of a leadership event then impacts the decision-making process of the traditional

leadership positions. Emergence begins with the small resonant aggregates who find they have a

common sense of identity, and then, as ideas and resonances breed and multiply, leadership

events emerge from the interactions. The events are not, and cannot be, forced or controlled by

traditional leadership. Hazy and Uhl-Bien (2015) argue that emergence cannot occur until

disequilibrium is present.
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The edge of chaos description promotes this emergence, and bottom-up processes lead to

emerging order. The order and organization place a traditional leadership downward pressure on

the events, enslaving them to be in phase with conventional organizational constraints. This

process is called entrainment (Hazy and Uhl-Bien, 2015). There is a constant dynamic

relationship between the traditional leadership positions and the informally created and

complexly adaptive emergent forces. This chaotic duality of emergence and entrainment is

referred to by Hazy and Uhl-Bien (2015) as the spiral of innovation or entanglement (Thomas et

al., 2005).

Emergence cannot be seen at the time it is happening; it is only with retrospect that

careful observers can piece together the pathway that occurred. Military and political planners

Neustadt and May (1986) refer to this in their book of the same name as “thinking in time,” here

the past, present and future are considered in conjunction with each other. Emergent processes,

through which CAS form, are referred to as complexity dynamics, or mechanisms; leaders must

develop and foster enabling conditions to create these dynamics without assuming a control

position (Uhl-Bien et al., 2007).

Fine and Coarse Grain Properties

Within an organization, there are many interactions continuously happening. There is a

distinction between human-to-human, socially based, personal interactions and corporate

requirements. Many conversations and interactions that happen during a workday are not

causally related to the business of the organization; others have no social aspect at all and are

purely professionally oriented. Fine-grained interactions are those that happen to individuals

during day-to-day experiences (Hazy & Uhl-Bien, 2015). They are conversations in hallways, or

chance meetings at the proverbial water cooler that facilitate organizing.
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Conversely, coarse-grain properties can be observed at many levels of the organization

and can be both “formal and informal” ((Hazy & Uhl-Bien, 2015). They are the daily routines

and the accepted institutional rules which can apply at a local level or corporately across many

locations. Coarse-grain properties, or as complexity science refers to them, coarse grain

regularities (Gell-Mann, 2002) provide structure, patterns and stability, a standard set of policies

and procedures.

Coarse grain properties can develop in many ways including historically and culturally.

Fine and coarse-grain properties interact with each other on all of the multiple levels of the

organization. Traditionally defined change in an organization happens at a coarse-grain level but

is the result of interactions at the fine-grain level (Hazy & Uhl-Bien, 2015).

Using fine and coarse-grain descriptions, Plowman et al. (2007a, 2007b) and Lichtenstein

& Plowman (2009) describe the emergent process as unfolding in phases. At first, the potential

for emergence is shown by coarse-grain disequilibrium; the system begins to operate at the edge

of chaos. Individuals lose their sense of stability, and rules that provide an innate sense of

dependability and constancy are questioned. Fine-grain expectations are questioned. In the

second phase, some of the successful proposals become adopted and are recombined with

historic instruments to create new or modified coarse-grain practices.

When all the changes to the everyday fine-grain interactions combine, they produce

significantly reorganized coarse-grain processes. Finally, individuals work to provide stabilizing

feedback and bring the system back to dependability in the coarse-grain environments. The

traditional leadership roles do not provide stability, and they do not give significance to events;

the individuals and aggregates do this through their fine-grain interactions.
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Fine-grain interactions influence coarse-grain processes through the mechanism of

emergence, and coarse-grain processes in turn influence fine-grain interactions through

entrainment, reinforcing Hazy’s and Uhl-Bien’s (2015) description of the spiral of innovation or

entanglement (Thomas et al., 2005).

Creating the Conditions for Complexity Leadership

Complex Adaptive Systems (CASs) may form naturally in scientific theory, but

leadership theory identifies conditions that can be manipulated by traditional leadership positions

to promote their development. A complex emergent system requires a disequilibrium state or a

system operating on the edge of chaos. Lichtenstein and Plowman (2009) suggest that leaders

can do this by purposely disrupting the existing patterns and even creating controversy that will

provide these conditions, suggesting leaders “embrace the uncertainty” and “surface

controversy” (p. 621). This is simultaneously counteracted by traditional leadership positions

also fulfilling a sense-making and sense-giving role to avoid the system slipping from the edge

of chaos into unmanageable pandemonium.

The functions of complexity leadership can then be developed and applied. The

uncertainty of change is continuous with many institutions, especially schools and school

districts (Kershner & McQuillan, 2016), and Lichtenstein and Plowman’s (2009) suggestion of

purposely creating these conditions of uncertainty may almost seem ironically humorous to these

organizations.

Stacey describes the parameters by which a CAS can be assessed as: “The rate of

information flow through the system; the richness of the connectivity between agents in the

system; and the level of diversity within and between the schemas of the agents” (Stacey, 1996,

p. 99). These parameters are addressed in the following leadership functions.
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Leadership Functions Within the CAS

Despite reading and studying complexity leadership theory, many organizations have

traditional leadership roles and hierarchies ensconced within their fabric. For bureaucratic

organizations to benefit from emergent leadership events, leaders must foster the conditions

which develop a capacity through self-organized networks (Morrison, 2006). Leaders need to

balance creating the conditions for bottom-up dynamics to occur naturally and then essentially

leave the system alone so that aggregates can form and emerge (Brown, 2011). This

self-organization then provides an order without control (Morrison, 2006).

Uhl-Bien et al. (2007) establish three elements of complex leadership that need to be

fulfilled to take full advantage of an emergent complex adaptive system within an organization;

these are Adaptive, Enabling and Administrative. Building on these concepts, Hazy (2011)

created three functions of leadership: Generative (Surie & Hazy, 2006), Convergent and

Community Building. Hazy & Uhl-Bien (2015) then formally collaborated and combined the

elements into the functions detailing three leadership functions of Generative, Administrative

and Community Building with associated complexity mechanisms.

Continuing their work, Hazy & Uhl-Bien (2015) added to this model by adding two

further functions of Information Gathering and Information Using. While the first three describe

how individuals interact, the last two relate to what the interactions are about (Hazy & Uhl-Bien,

2015 ). The final five leadership functions are described below with the original leadership

elements italicized within the description. A diagrammatic summary of the leadership functions

and the details of the mechanisms discussed are shown in Appendix B.
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Generative Leadership Function

The generative leadership function (Surie & Hazy, 2006) promotes adaption (Uhl-Bien et

al., 2007). Generative leaders interact with, and actively engage with, the possibility of emergent

dynamics. This is done on the fine grain level where conditions for the edge of chaos are created

and aggregates are encouraged to form and resonate by encouraging or stifling entrepreneurial

activities in local problem-solving and favoring some solutions over others.

As these groups form and begin to experiment, they are non-linear and have attractors

and tags which can be obscure to the outside observer. There are also instances where

generational leaders can artificially form groups for a purpose of solving a problem. This

generation of conditions for fine-grain interaction, leading to emergence, is called “the paradox

of control” as it gives controlling features to something that cannot be intricately managed

(Uhl-Bien & Marion, 2009, p. 636).

These fine-grain interactions may produce locally useful coarse grain properties which

could lead to larger coarse-grain developments. Hazy and Uhl-Bien (2015) compiled a list of

illustrative practices for generative leaders, which include encouraging the broad adoption of

innovations that have been vetted (Garud et al., 2006, 2011, as cited in Hazy & Uhl-Bien, 2015)

and not punishing failure (Backstöm et al., 2011, as cited in Hazy & Uhl-Bien, 2015).

In the first phase of emergence signaled by coarse-grain disequilibrium (Lichtenstein &

Plowman, 2009; Plowman et al., 2007a, 2007b), generative leadership supports innovation and

new thinking. In the second phase, generative leadership encourages the implementation of the

new ideas. Finally, the feedback from fine-grain interactions is encouraged by generative

leadership practices. In conclusion, generative leadership functions are positively correlated to

the success of the emergence mechanism to produce new coarse-grain properties (Hazy &
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Uhl-Bien, 2015). Using this function traditional leadership positions create an environment that

encourages the emergent and unpredictable nature of complex systems. They then create

procedures that aim to increase the flow of feedback between and across aggregates to produce

fine grain adjustments (Snyder, 2013)

Administrative Leadership Function

The administrative leadership function produces a convergent function that ultimately

produces stability (Hazy, 2011). Complexity leadership theory aims to integrate the conditions of

a system at the edge of chaos with the bureaucratic organizational structure already in place

(Uhl-Bien & Marion, 2009); there is still a need for an organizational superstructure that defines

procedures, goals, missions and structural organization (Baltacı & Balcı, 2017).

Administrative leaders clarify individual responsibilities within the organization and

produce entrainment of fine-grain interactions through coarse-grain procedures. There is highly

defined role clarity, with a clear chain of organizational responsibility. Hazy and Uhl-Bien (2015)

cite using resources, such as financial incentives, as structured attractors as an illustration of an

administrative leadership function producing efficiency and high performance.

The administrative leadership function is positively correlated to the entrainment

mechanism (Hazy & Uhl-Bien, 2015). As leaders relax and then tighten the administrative rules

and regulations, and promote and then restrict the generative leadership mechanisms, they can

enable the process of emergence (Uhl-Bien et al., 2007). Emergence produces self-organization

and order among the aggregates leading to entrainment. This function takes place at both the

macro and the micro levels of the organization and influences fine-grain interactions and related

coarse-grain patterns.
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The administrative leadership function can find itself in conflict with the informal nature

of the CAS, and so there becomes a dynamic interwoven process within a system on the edge of

chaos; under bureaucratic control, this dichotomy is called entanglement (Schneider & Somers,

2006). Entanglement describes the relationship between the formal top-down structures found in

traditional organizations and the resonant aggregates formed through complex social interactions.

Consequently, administrative leadership functions must work in coordination with generative

functions to prevent over authoritarian control mechanisms destroying the emerging complexity

(Baltacı & Balcı, 2017).

Community Building Leadership Function

The fine-grain interactions of a community hold it together, building support for each

other. Leaders who leverage this sense of community enable people to feel that they belong and

share a common identity and catalyze these interactions; there are citizenship behaviors, with

intrinsic motivation, and a strong sense of trust (Hazy & Uhl-Bien, 2015). Borrowing from the

leader-member exchange theory of leadership, community building can create in-groups and

out-groups (Northouse, 2015) to make people feel part of something valued and significant

(Molleman et al., 2010, as cited in Hazy & Uhl-Bien, 2015).

Fine-grain activities ultimately legitimize coarse-grain understandings and policies. If the

sense of belonging is not present at the fine-grain level, it stands little chance of succeeding at

the coarse-grain level. As community building leadership is then applied to the coarse grain

processes, individuals operating at a fine-grain level begin to acknowledge membership to the

larger community.

Community building reinforces generative functions as aggregates begin to work together

for solutions and can assist administrative functions with the reinforcement of recognized
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processes and social norms. The interactions of the first three leadership functions and their

mechanisms are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3

Diagrammatic Summary of the Interactions of the First Three Leadership Functions

Information-Gathering Leadership Function

Information is not the sole possession of the administrative leadership and is used at all

levels of the system. Fine-grain interactions use information to form aggregates and to inspire

their conversations and ideas. They can then use their interactions and resonance, based on

information shared, to develop a unique perspective of affecting relevant coarse-grain processes.

The information-gathering leadership function must encourage sharing and filtering of the data

that is available and make relevant facts and statistics easily accessible. Distributed data is then
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“sensed, decoded, exchanged and interpreted” (Hazy & Uhl-Bien 2015 p85). This function of

leadership is especially reliant on diversity of thought and heterogeneity within the system which

provide many interpretations of the same data developed by the community building function.

Frank exchanges are paramount and the strength of the original attractor within the aggregate

may be tested with disagreements over interpretations, but these events may also promote and

reinforce relationships in what Backström et al. (2011) call “relatonics.”

Information-gathering leaders must use generative functions to make time for and

encourage thoughtful consideration of data and actively search for newer, context driven

information, from stakeholders. They must also identify the possible new initiatives being

proposed from multiple groups, look for the commonalities and use administrative functions to

test them (Backström et al., 2011; Surie and Hazy, 2006). Hazy and Uhl-Bien (2015) refer to this

process as an integration and synthesis mechanism. Information gathering uses the administrative

function to disseminate the data and to collect it in an organized way.

Information-Using Leadership Function

The information-using leadership function uses the fine-grain interactions, seen in the

information-gathering function, and makes permanent changes to the coarse-grain processes

using the administration function. They redistribute resources as necessary and reallocate

responsibilities. This could be a huge organizational shift or a small change to a department; it is

facilitated by the administrative function.

The ratchet mechanism prevents the system from returning to the comfort of original

coarse grain processes instead of embracing the new and unfamiliar changes (Hazy, 2012). This

process is seen in biological complexity science where organisms exhibit enduring coarse-grain

processes, even as transient interactions at the fine-grain level emerge, recede, and disappear. It
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is not until a new coarse-grain property emerges from these fine-grain interactions that the

system re-codes itself, removing the capacity to return to the old mechanism (Hoffmann, 2012,

cited in Hazy and Uhl-Bien 2015). Figure 4 summarizes the interaction of the information

gathering and using functions with the original three functions.

Figure 4

Summary of the Interactions of the First Three Leadership Functions with
Information-Gathering and Information-Using Functions

Summary of Complexity Leadership Theory

Within Complex Leadership Theory the decision-making process of the traditional

leadership positions is profoundly influenced by the emergent leadership events that are a direct

result of the interactions of resonant aggregates. The environment is one where outcomes and

influences cannot be linearly predicted through cause and effect and instead can be described as a
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non-reductionist complex system. The resonances between aggregates could be self-organized

conversations, in person or through social media, or social groupings based on common interests

or may be intentionally supported and encouraged by the generative and community building

leadership functions. In an unpredictable environment that can be described as on the edge of

chaos, individuals feel the disequilibrium as coarse grain processes are disrupted (Plowman et

al., 2007a, 2007b; Lichtenstein & Plowman, 2009) and the fine grain interactions) of everyday

conversations and interactions also begin to reflect this turmoil (Hazy & Uhl-Bien, 2015).

As these processes develop and the community becomes a CAS the administrative

function of complexity leadership provides sense giving by providing role clarity and consistent

routines. By defining the chains of responsibility and providing a sense of consistency,

entrainment provides order without control (Morrison, 2006). Distributed knowledge and

deliberately facilitated discourse, through the information-gathering function, produces feedback

and the emergent leadership events ultimately change the coarse grain procedures of the system

by influencing the decision- making process.

Complexity Theory in Education

Research of complexity theory in education falls into two main areas: research

concerning complexity within the classroom, influencing pedagogy and the way students and

teachers interact; and as a leadership theory viewing schools as complex organizations that are

subject to constant changes in policy, curriculum, and personnel (Kershner & McQuillan, 2016).

Within a pedagogical context, complexity challenges the current classroom environment

of heavy prescription and mandated content with interdisciplinary, emergent constructivist

curriculum (Morrison, 2006). From a leadership perspective (the prime concern of this research)

educational systems operate under unique political, cultural, and (hopefully) academic
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dimensions (Kershner & McQuillan, 2016) producing perpetual redevelopment and

re-organization. Schools are, ontologically, systems of relationships (Kershner & McQuillan,

2016). Without consideration of (huge) outside influences, the building is fundamentally built

around both the intra- and inter- relationships of students, parents, teachers, and administration.

Fink, (2000, quoted in Kershner & McQuillan, 2016) sums up the advantages and possible

limitations of using a CLT model in an educational environment:

[P]reventing, or at least minimizing, the attrition of change requires attention to a

complex interrelationship of many factors that influence purposes, structures, and

cultures in schools. . .. The complexity of . . . their connections and relationships,

make it virtually impossible to determine exact pathways of causation, and

therefore impossible to predict with certainty that attending to this factor or that

will ensure a school’s continuing growth and development. (p. 38; emphasis in

original)

In sum, schools naturally exhibit many of the defining features of a CAS. There are huge

numbers of factors that influence every facet of school life. The relationships and resulting

influences of parents, and faculty on the decision-making processes of traditional leadership

positions are both nonlinear and non-reductionist. Schools are constantly operating in

environments of change and within these unpredictable and changing environments, where

nothing stands alone and everything is ultimately interconnected, (Kershner & McQuillan, 2016)

there is significant applicability for CLT (Morrison, 2010).

GMS as a CAS

Schools and school systems are dynamic and unpredictable organizations where small

changes to seemingly insignificant details have huge effects on events that were previously
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assumed to be unconnected (Morrison, 2002). They are “complex, complicated and constantly

changing” (Morrison, 2002, p. 26) and are not just organizations that develop the learning

potential of the students but fundamentally they must be learning organizations in the

evolutionary sense. Schools experience ongoing change and disruption through adjustments in

policy at all levels of the system, minor and major curriculum rewrites, and leadership and

personnel changes, which are especially prevalent in inner city and Title I schools (Kershner,

2016). The agents involved in any education environment are beyond numerous.

GMS has three grade levels, with an average of eleven hundred students total. Each year

group has eight core subject teachers (math, English, science and humanities) and two or three

elective teachers including Spanish, band and computer technology. Most students do not take

electives but instead have math enrichment and English enrichment added to their schedule to

help increase their basic skill levels in these areas. There is a PE department of six teachers and a

special education support department of eight teachers. Additionally, there are two deans per

grade level, numerous administration staff, four custodians, three resource offices on shift at any

time, a librarian, a nurse, and a special education services department with six specialized

teachers.

There are over one hundred members of faculty and staff at GMS. Each subject and

functional area has a supervisor at district level who works directly for the district superintendent

who is board appointed. Structurally education reaches further to economic and social factors

than any other organization spreading influence and being influenced by such seemingly diverse

and unrelated issues as employment and housing situations. A school which does not meet local

demands, whichever sector of the community those demands comes from, and appears as an

isolated entity, will proverbially die (Morrison 2002).
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Old fashioned models of simple linear causality cannot work in these environments, as

many aggregates and groups compete for resources and influence. CLT, then, suggests a move

from traditional school management structures towards locally based solutions that come from

diverse networks of autocatalyzed aggregates, with a teleologically based emphasis of

child-centered decision-making (Morrison, 2006). The aggregates naturally want the best for

their students that will create emergent leadership events based around this need if it is not being

met with current coarse grain structures. Acknowledging the school community as a CAS means

that school leaders become responsible for creating a culture that “requires school communities

to collectively and consistently evaluate taken-for-granted assumptions about effective teaching,

student achievement, and parent involvement” (Elmore, 2000; Fullan, 2005; Gilstrap, 2005; cited

in Kershner & McQuillan, 2016, p. 8). This also implies the intentional use of the heterogeneity

of the community within the generative and community building functions to promote enabling

conditions for the required emergence of leadership events.

Criticisms of Complexity Leadership Theory

Morrison (2006, 2010, 2012) describes Complexity Leadership Theory as non-optimal,

non-controllable, non-understandable, and non-immediate, and he is a proponent. It is

non-optimal as there is deliberate redundancy in the system which is described by commercial

critics as inefficiencies; it is non-controllable as then the system must be left to self-organize and

emerge; it is non-understandable as the processes can only be seen in retrospect; and it is

non-immediate as CASs take time to form aggregates around previously hidden tags and

attractors.

Complexity Leadership Theory (CLT) although derived from relatively new

understandings in the scientific field can be misinterpreted as a reinterpretation of several older
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leadership theories. Morrison (2005) cites Giddens’s (1976,1984) theory of structuration as an

example of an older theory that has many similarities to the new theory. CLT has limited

prospective or predictive utility (Morrison, 2005); it can only be used in retrospect to analyze

that which has already happened. This limits the ability of leaders to forecast and influence

outcomes, removing their control which is the irony of adaptive and emergent systems in a

leadership theory.

There is a risk for leaders in allowing a CAS to emerge and adapt, particularly in high

stakes educational environments where student and school failure are so catastrophic (Morrison,

2010)). If, however, a principal or school leader cannot predict the future outcomes using CLT,

how much responsibility do they morally have for the outcomes? Conversely, the same course of

action will never produce the same results within a system twice. What are the moral

implications for a completely different outcome to the one expected? Despite there being no

prediction of causal relationships, the previous body of education research does not become null

and void. Good leadership practices, for example providing students with timely and appropriate

feedback about their progress, will still yield positive results. Parental involvement in student

learning, positive classroom environments, effective building leadership, lunches and breakfasts

for students experiencing food poverty, increased chances of employment after school

graduation, have all been shown to yield positive educational outcomes; complexity does not

undermine these predictions (Manson, 2008).

A common definition (Wang, 2016) of complex leadership theory (CLT) highlights one

of the main criticisms of the proposal. While fostering complex adaptive system (CAS)

dynamics, CLT constructs control structures that are like formal bureaucratic organizations,

effectively integrating edge of chaos uncertainty with structured administrative roles. The two
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environments appear to conflict with each other. Ortegon-Monroy (2003) compares the liberating

constructivist approach of leadership events emerging from aggregates to the structuralist

approach of artificially creating the aggregates, ironically mandating self-organization. She

argues that entanglement is not just present (Marion & Uhl-Bien, 2015) but is detrimental in that

there is no solution for how to replace traditional administrative command and control without

using traditional administrative command and control methods. Brown (2011) counters this with

the argument that leaders should temper their attempts to control fine-grain interactions in the

traditional sense and should instead focus on developing their ability to influence organizational

behavior in coarse grain procedures. Marion & Uhl-Bien (2015) also dispute this by showing

that the mechanism of entrainment within the administrative function is vital to the successful

implementation of the generative function.

With Hindsight: Education Before COVID-19

In the wake of the largest world-wide school shut down since World War II (d’Orville,

2020) with over 1.5 billion learners in 165 countries (UNESCO, 2023), it is difficult to

remember what was happening in education before the COVID-19 pandemic. Prior to the March

2020 lockdown the vast majority of schooling occurred in person in brick-and-mortar

establishments with lessons and learning mainly done with paper-based products (Marshall et al.,

2022). There were massive shortages of professionally trained teachers, The Learning Policy

Institute published a paper warning of a coming crisis with “an estimated 300,000 new teachers

[being] needed per year” by 2020, and “by 2025, that number will increase to 316,000 annually”

(Sutcher, Darling-Hammond & Carver-Thomas, 2016, p. 1). They cited that “A number of states

greatly expanded emergency permits to allow hiring of untrained teachers to meet these

demands” (Sutcher, Darling-Hammond & Carver-Thomas, 2016, p. 1). The pressures on these
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teachers was rising as the No Child Left Behind (2001) legislation and its required high stakes

testing and the unintended consequences of a narrowed curriculum, focusing on a low-level skills

(Darling‐Hammond, 2007), was replaced with the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) which

was signed by President Obama on December 10, 2015. Critics of the new laws argued that “The

federal and state policies of the recent past have aimed to turn education into a competition for

higher test scores, despite the fact that testing always favors the advantaged over the

disadvantaged” (Ravitch, 2016). Proof of learning by way of standardized testing seemed to be

the central tenet of all government legislation that ultimately dictated funding.

Criticism of schooling is certainty not new but before the pandemic the calls for reform

were mounting, as it became apparent that schools were not able to deliver in the present let

alone prepare students for the future. None of the reforms being enacted seemed to change the

actual “grammar of schooling” which Tyack & Tobin (1994) had condemned over twenty years

earlier and bring about the much called for change. The edict of the much quoted Richard Riley,

former Secretary of Education, that “We are currently preparing students for jobs that don’t yet

exist … using technologies that haven’t been invented … in order to solve problems we don’t

even know are problems yet” was not being achieved.

What Did the COVID Pandemic Do to Education?

Michigan was the first state to close its public schools on March 12, 2020, with all but

two states (Nebraska and Maine) closing all their public school buildings within eleven days

(Marshall et al., 2020). Without question the COVID-19 pandemic shook the modern world.

With the closure of schools, teaching and learning were also paused and had to be reorganized

(Zhao, 2020, p1). Quick responses were required with the priority of teachers being the

well-being and safety of their students during immense uncertainty. With formal testing and
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evaluation adjourned, Netolicky (2020) eloquently frames this period as being a tension between

the educationally immortal works of Maslow and Bloom, balancing the importance of Maslow’s

physical and psychological safety with Bloom’s learning and academic rigor (2020). Most school

districts offered online instruction, but it became clear that COVID-19 “exacerbated well-being

issues and highlighted how education inequity profoundly affects those in society who have the

least” (Harris & Jones, 2020). In a blog by the president and CEO of the Learning Policy

Institute, Darling-Hammond, shows that the pandemic began to shine a light on problems that

educators had known about for years, but that policy makers had ignored.

The pandemic has highlighted disparities in access to digital devices and

the internet. When schools were closed, 15 percent of U.S. households and

35 percent of low-income households with school-age children did not

have a high-speed internet connection at home. In early April, nearly 2/3

of leaders in high-poverty districts reported that a lack of basic technology

was a ‘major’ problem. (Darling-Hammond & Kini, 2020)

To negate some of the technological problems, some schools opted for a hybrid model,

supplementing online instruction by home sending packets of worksheets to students who lacked

internet access. This was logistically tricky as it involved some kind of contact between the

school and the students to physically hand over the packets. In the beginning of the pandemic

there were protocols for leaving papers untouched for a week to kill any transported virus adding

to the logistical nightmare and the insecurity of teachers who asked questions like – can the virus

be transmitted by worksheets, and how do we know a week is long enough? But whatever the

local approach to remote teaching and learning, the nature of teachers’ work shifted radically,

and practically overnight (Marshall et al., 2020). Harris sums up the disruption by saying
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“Teaching and learning practices have dramatically altered, the core functions of schools have

shifted and education leaders have been pushed to the very limit” (Harris, 2020, p. 321). With

constantly evolving mandates at federal and state levels schools spent considerable time pivoting

to accommodate new rules and restrictions while still delivering learning.

How COVID Affected Teachers

As the regular learning approaches of handing out worksheets in a brick-and-mortar

classroom with rows of neatly but closely spaced desks became obsolete, online learning became

a salvation for learning (Sharma, 2021). However, Marshall et al. are at pains to point out that the

online education that happened during COVID is not comparable to “regular planned practice of

online instruction” (2020). They describe what happened when the pandemic was declared and

school buildings suddenly closed as Emergency Remote Teaching or (ERT) (Marshall et al.,

2020). There was no normally required transition that should have included some kind of

onboarding procedures to familiarize the students and teachers with the procedures and the

software. There was simply school in a classroom one day and school at home the next. It is in

acknowledgement of these extraordinary circumstances, and not the use of remote learning per

se, that guided teachers and district leadership to reduce their normal curriculum to core

standards. Online teaching has been used effectively and rigorously for significant time in

schools across the country with outstanding results - COVID-19 ERT was not an example of this

teaching method (Marshal et al., 2020)

During the pandemic many academics began writing articles to sooth teachers and help

them cope with the immense upheaval. Some academic articles began to feel like self-help

manuals for example Merrill (2020) titled an blog “Teaching through a pandemic: a mindset for

this moment” in which he lays out an approach for the sudden change. Merrill (2020) begins
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with the advice to “Start by being reasonable with yourself. It is, in fact, impossible to shift to

distance learning overnight without lots of trial and error. Expect it, plan for it, and do your best

to make peace with it” (p. 2). Later, under the subheading “acknowledge the extraordinary,” he

offers more sage advice: “We’re all operating in the shadow of a global pandemic, and it is

disorienting and limiting …business as usual is unrealistic” (Merrill, 2020, p. 3). Teachers were

offering each other these reassurances and support as their world lurched into new territory.

The tenacity and determination of teachers during the pandemic, to intentionally do their

absolute best for their students’ holistic welfare (Harris, 2020) and not just their academic

achievement was in direct contrast to those who had previously said that teachers are

extrinsically motivated through government legislative mandates (Francois & Weiner, 2022).

With huge amounts of software flooding the market and very little training or direction available

teachers had to rapidly learn how to use unfamiliar technologies, experimentally try new

instructional strategies, and above all be incredibly flexible when these strategies didn’t produce

the results they had hoped for (Marshall et al., 2022).

How COVID Affected Students

This school aged generation of students (generation Z) are arguably the most

technologically savvy in history who, according to demographic-oriented marketing websites,

“got their first smartphone just before their 12th birthday” (insiderintelligence.com, 2022).

Despite this familiarity with instant virtual communication the COVID-19 pandemic profoundly

affected these students who, by best estimates, on average, experienced sixty-five days without

any contact (Levinson & Markovitz, 2022). The long term effects of the lockdown of school are,

as yet, unknown but in the short term “students a full year later were about two months behind

academically where they would normally have been” (Levinson & Markovitz, 2022, p. 4).
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It seems obvious, but it is worth stating that the lockdown did not affect the students in

isolation. Federal and state mandates pushed many families into food poverty with a combination

of reduced or no working hours and illness from the pandemic. In the absence of external child

care, which had all been closed, those families who had work hours relied on family to look after

younger siblings - with this often falling to older school aged children. In these circumstances

school and education became secondary to family survival. National surveys show that nearly

one third of students in schools with high numbers of students in poverty were not logging in or

making contact in any other way, almost three times higher than schools with low numbers of

students living in poverty (Herold, 2020).

Poor households were disproportionally affected by the pandemic lockdown which

affected the health care system, economy and social safety nets of millions of lower income

Americans (Herold, 2020) while simultaneously students in those households suffered

academically. Virtual schooling relies on a student having both a device to do the work and a

high-speed internet connection to receive the instruction. One in five of those students on free

school meals had no access to technology at home compared to 97% of private school children

(Harris, 2020). With 15% of US households and 35% of low-income households having no

access to high-speed internet (Harris, 2020).

How COVID Affected Leadership

Individual school building leadership has traditionally been guided by many and varied

external factors beyond any individual control. During COVID however many of those external

influences were suspended or scrapped altogether, providing a totally original situation. Several

states suspended externally regulated testing - many colleges stopped using standardized tests for

admission requirements. District mandated teacher observations were put on hold and summative
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and formative assessments in highly regulated grade books were dispensed with as many higher

administrations mandated that students should not be allowed to numerically fail. A significant

amount of the external factors, that government had for decades, insisted provided extrinsic

motivation for teachers to increase student achievement, were removed. This pause provided

school leaders with the ability to use alternative “accountability levers” to support teachers and

students in new intrinsic ways (Francois & Weiner, 2022). Netolicky (2020) describes the

COVID pandemic as forcing building leaders into “considering the humanity of education, rather

than its measurable outcomes” (p. 392).

These “new” internal motivations (which are not new at all but now being bought to the

forefront) are summarized by Francois and Weiner into three areas: principal expectations for

teacher performance, principal collaboration with teachers and teacher collaboration with each

other (2022). These three heading provide a blueprint that is principal lead and rooted in intrinsic

motivation, based on individual assessments, prioritized by the local environment rather than

government dictated catch-alls. What this new approach highlights is that most school leadership

training is now out of date and not fit for purpose. The previous period of stability, and

continuity (if education can ever be described like this) did not prepare leaders for the disruption

and disorganization of COVID (Harris & Jones, 2020).

In this new era of leadership Harris and Jones (2020) have proposed five key areas that

leadership training must acknowledge going forward from the pandemic. They emphasize that

(1) self-care must be a consideration for leaders who must take time to ensure that they are

physically and mentally at their best and ready to lead. (2) A balance must be struck between the

effective use of technology and pedagogy which centers student learning. (3) In post pandemic

leadership training crisis and care management become critical skills that cannot be overlooked
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or underplayed. (4) The communities that surround the students and the school must be used as a

key resource. (5) Harris and Jones argue that distributed leadership becomes a default. These

pillars are in direct agreement with the structures proposed in complex leadership with

generative mechanisms providing what Harris and Jones are calling distributed leadership and

the community building mechanisms acknowledging the importance of the holistic environment.

Lessons for Post-COVID Education Using COVID as a Catalyst for Change

The federal and state mandated closure of schools for the COVID pandemic produced

extraordinary circumstances which have caused more unintentional disruption than any other

intentional education reform. We would be shortsighted if we as a community thought that this

was the last time that schools will close for a substantial amount of time for some crisis, nt

necessarily health related. In the last two years schools have closed their doors because of

“wildfires, floods, violence,... teacher and bus-driver shortages, strikes and budget shortfalls”

(Levinson & Markovitz, 2022). Treating COVID-19 as an historic short-term crisis, which has

been overcome and dealt with, will inevitably lead to an important missed opportunity to change

schools and school systems for the better (Zhao, 2020). To view the emergency leadership

practices as some “temporary, quick fix until normal service is resumed” (Harris 2020 p321)

misses the point and the immense opportunity that we have to reevaluate and to lead differently

and hopefully more effectively. Marshall et al. (2020) do not underestimate the situation when

they describe teaching as being at a “critical fork in the road” (p. 553).

Schools should take the parts of educating during COVID that they found to be the most

useful and continue these practices, finding benefits from emergency mechanisms they put in

place. (Daniel, 2020). The education community must identify the good things that came from

COVID pedagogy and make sure these procedures are not lost in a “back to business as usual”
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approach. Marshall et al. (2022) suggests three steps: first identifying specifically which students

benefited from virtual learning. While there were many students that did not benefit from ERT

there were some groups that thrived at home away from the regular classroom, Students, who

through illness or disability, including social anxiety, find attending school difficult and students

who need to work or care for others during the day especially benefited from virtual,

asynchronous lessons (Levinson & Markovitz 2022). Secondly their academic progress needs to

be analyzed to identify the details of their improvement and then thirdly the question “how can

these students be best served moving forward?” (Marshall et al., 2022) must be answered

rigorously.

There are many suggestions for new arrangements for schools. Technology supported

learning will inevitably be part of the future of education (Darling-Hammond 2020). Increased

use of technology is not a new area of research and its use in the classroom has historically been

shown to be beneficial but only when goals are set and students are motivated to learn (Marshall

et al., 2022). Its use needs to be continued and encouraged within the researched boundaries that

produce positive academic results. This increased use of technology assumes that the digital

divide, that was highlighted by the pandemic, is seriously addressed.

Other changes that have been proposed offer students, who thrived outside of the

traditional classroom environment, an online option (Marshall et al., 2022). Perhaps all students

should have one day a week of asynchronous learning, so that if the worst happens again

processes and procedures are in place for a smooth transition.

COVID and Complex Leadership

Structurally education reaches further to economic and social factors than any other

organization spreading influence and being influenced by such seemingly diverse and unrelated
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issues as employment and housing situations. When the state and federal governments ordered

the closure of public-school buildings because of the COVID-19 pandemic the lives of the

students were profoundly affected. Formal external motivations were removed from building

leadership and in turn from teachers. Complex Leadership Theory suggests a move from

traditional school management structures towards locally based solutions that come from diverse

networks of autocatalyzed aggregates, with a teleologically based emphasis of child-centered

decision-making (Morrison, 2006). The aggregates naturally want the best for their students that

will create emergent leadership events based around this need if it is not being met with current

coarse grain structures. Acknowledging the school community as a CAS, means school leaders

become responsible for creating a culture that “requires school communities to collectively and

consistently evaluate taken-for-granted assumptions about effective teaching, student

achievement, and parent involvement” (Elmore, 2000; Fullan, 2005; Gilstrap, 2005; cited in

Kershner & McQuillan, 2016, p. 8). This also implies the intentional use the heterogeneity of the

community within the generative and community building functions to promote enabling

conditions for the required emergence of leadership events.
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Chapter 3: Methodology

I begin this chapter with an outline as to why this study employs case study methodology

and examine case study as a research method. I then consider my role as researcher with a

reflexivity statement detailing my place in the community I am studying. I then detail case study

research design as it applies to my specific study including how I have implemented the theory to

my research. This incorporates the epistemology of case study in line with my objectives and the

influences this has placed on my data sources and collection plan. I then describe my post

activity data management and my proposed data analysis methods. Finally, I examine how I have

ensured verification of the interpretation of my data.

Purpose and Rationale of the Study

Within education communities across the world difficult decisions had to be made which

balanced the safety of the faculty and students, and the need to maintain normalcy and continue

with the business of educating the next generation during the COVID-19 outbreak. Studying the

way these decisions were made provides an understanding of how diverse influences throughout

the community can play a significant role in shaping a traditional leader’s approach to a new and

difficult situation. It shows how the community’s ability to adapt and evolve to a situation

through emergent processes can be modeled using complexity leadership.

The process of making decisions that will affect large numbers of people is never a

simple undertaking; many factors influence decisions to greater or lesser degrees. Can a

traditional leadership role within a school community embrace the complexity of a community

and integrate it into their decision making? Can stakeholders in the community engage in a role

of emergent leaders who influence the policy decisions being made? Do the stakeholders

recognize their new role and does leadership encourage it through identifiable mechanisms?
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Complexity leadership has been studied in conjunction with school leadership (Morrison 20002)

but this case study, of a specific educational community, during a global pandemic, identifies the

emergent leadership and the roles behind them.

Complex leadership has been described by several different authors within the literature,

but it has remained reasonably theoretical in its research. There have been demonstrations of

complex leadership theory within the commercial sector and there are educational leadership

researchers who are exploring CLT in school settings, but this dissertation builds an

understanding of how the community interacted and then used the theory as a theoretical

framework to facilitate discussion.

Several researchers within the field of complexity leadership theory suggest case study as

a suitable method for analysis. Brown (2011) suggests a “longitudinal study of an organization,

using the lens of CLT to begin to understand behaviors observed” (p6), generating the theory

from the case (Rule & John, 2015). Morrison (2006) concurs that “case studies, rather than, for

example, randomized control trials, are an appropriate research methodology for complexity

theory” (p4). Both suggestions support the rationale for using a case study analysis.

COVID in the South

On March 13, 2020, the state officials confirmed their first case of coronavirus in the

southeastern state where MPS is situated, and the governor declared a state of emergency. A state

health order on March 19 formally closed all private and public-school buildings, though most

were on spring break at that time, making the physical logistics of closing buildings easy but the

communication of policy difficult. The announcement originally stated that all schools would be

closed for the following three weeks (Fiscus, June 30, 2020), implying students would return to

school on April 6th. However, the virus continued to spread and on March 26th the governor
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announced that Alabama public schools “should plan to finish their school year at home”

(Powell-Crain, June 30, 2022) a decision they said they “had not made lightly.” They issued an

order that all local school systems should now plan to complete the academic year using

“alternative methods of instruction” with this plan beginning on what was to be the original

return date of April 6 (Powell-Crain, June 30, 2022). The period between the original shut down

and April 6 was officially excused by the state level government stating that, during this period,

all learning was optional, and meaning “school officials cannot assign graded work or require

work of students.” At that time there were four Southern states that decided not to reopen at all

during that academic year.

The governor then issued staffing decisions and restrictions to the local school districts’

leadership teams, limiting who had access to the buildings; concurrently, they stressed the

importance of “remaining in accordance with all applicable public health orders and the

recommendations of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the Department of

Public Health” (Powell-Crain, March 26, 2020).

The state superintendent met with all the superintendents in the state on March 27 to

discuss how they were going to implement the plans for continued learning. He acknowledged

that the 139 school districts supporting 380 high schools had very different levels of capacity for

the task ahead of them. There were a multitude of difficulties and problems that were going to

affect the alternate methods of instruction, and each school district faced a unique combination of

challenges. The governor stated “nothing can replace the interaction between the teacher and the

students in a classroom setting. However, access to high-quality instruction is crucial for our

students to maintain their competitive edge academically” (Powell-Crain, March 26, 2020).
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During these successive press conferences and announcements, the governor also

specifically mentioned students who had individual learning plans (IEPs), saying it was

important to make sure students continue receiving special education services they need “to most

closely approximate the therapy and special services they would receive in a normal school day.”

These oral statements - backed by the required legislative paperwork - provided district

superintendents, and subsequently the building principals, with the bare-bones structure for the

next year and a half of teaching.

Case Study as a Methodology

Every research situation is distinctive and discrete, but a substantial amount of research

aims to eliminate obvious distinctions and purposely draw generalized conclusions that can be

applied universally. Within the discipline of quantitative analysis, isolated cases are identified as

outliers and mathematically removed; they are considered unhelpful to developing a broad

hypothesis that encompasses all cases. The antithesis of this one size fits all approach is case

study research. The uniqueness of the situation being studied sits in parallel to the commonality,

but, as Stake (1995) says, this is the very thing that provides the interest for the case study

researcher. Case studies are not generalizable in the same way as mathematically led quantitative

investigations (Kanno & Kangas, 2014). Indeed, some are purposely chosen to be as atypical as

possible, showing a separateness that provides insight into a new and distinctive situation. Some

have concrete universals (Erickson,1986, as cited in Kanno & Kangas, 2014) that can be broadly

applied to other situations, other methodologies embrace the comparison of studies to produce

context and depth (Bartlett & Vavrus, 2016), but the peculiar personality of the case is never

underestimated. Stake (1995) states that a good case study is not dependent on its typicality.
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Case study research relies on an in-depth understanding of the how and why of a situation

and its people (Baxter & Jack, 2008). It allows for research that employs more than one

epistemological lens to provide a far-reaching comprehension rather than just superficial

appreciation and acknowledgement. An identifying feature of case study research is the use of

multiple data sources and many different data collection techniques which Baxter and Jack

(2008) cite as being the source of data credibility; interviews are analyzed alongside archival

records, and observations are compared to physical artifacts to provide a holistic overview of the

subject area. This method of research can produce immense amounts of data which require

management and analysis to build the necessary interconnected web of information braided

together to provide deep level understanding (Baxter & Jack, 2008). To limit what can be an

overwhelming amount of information, case studies are given boundaries to focus the research.

Bounded systems are usually defined by one or more of three restrictions listed in Baxter and

Jack (2008): time and place; time and activity; and definition and context.

This Case Study

This dissertation is an instrumental, single case study design, which is the use of a case

study to understand something else (Stake,1995). The case is a community who are bonded by

their association to a Title I middle school and bounded spatially and temporarily (described in

detail below). The study seeks to develop an understanding of the complex leadership within this

community during the COVID-19 lockdown. This research then describes and analyzes an

understanding of how a school community and the administrative leadership handled the

decision-making process when the educational environment suddenly changed from traditional

classroom-based school to remote learning from home due to a combination of federal, state and

local government-imposed movement restrictions. By using semi-structured interviews with
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stakeholders, including teachers, and paraprofessionals and personal observations it explores

how this radical social and academic adjustment for the community, shaped individual and group

interactions both with the school administration and each other during this time. I have also

interviewed the administration, and other staff within the school who are not directly employed

by the building, providing a holistic approach to the community.

Within the study of complexity leadership, Lichtenstein et al. (2006) is one of the few

research groups that have compiled a structured plan for observing and measuring complexity

leadership, they suggest the following five steps:

1. Identifying and bracketing the events, episodes, and interactions of interest.

2. Capturing these events or interactions as data in a systematic way.

3. Gathering individual/agent level data that describe interaction clues over time.

4. Modeling these data in ways that highlight their longitudinal and relational qualities.

5. Analyzing these data in terms of their relational qualities and longitudinal dynamics.

This method assumes that the leadership events are seen and then the verification for the events

is captured through research. Conversely this study is going to look for the proposal of a

leadership event through interview, documentation and artifacts and then identify the event from

this evidence. This is the reverse observation from Lichtenstein et al.’s (2006) proposed method

but finding evidence for leadership events before identifying the events themselves leads to the

understanding of the emergence as a primary objective, the aim of this research.

Reflexivity Statement

I was born in Staffordshire, England and attended British universities before attending the

British Military Academy and becoming a British Army Officer. During this time I met and

married my American husband and moved to The United States to follow his military career. I
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became an American citizen in April 2019 and after several military moves we settled in a

medium-sized city in the south of the United States. I have been described as contingently white,

seen from a distance it is impossible to know that I am not from the city in which I live. It is not

until I begin to speak that my heritage becomes obvious. During one of my classes one of my

eighth-grade students asked me if something I had said was sarcastic, I replied that because I was

British sometimes some of the things I say can be misinterpreted. One of my students stood up

and announced to the class “She’s British she ain’t even properly white. She can say the “N”

word and everything because she ain’t even white.” This interaction shocked me, but my student

had candidly shown that I was perceived as an outsider looking in at the school community. This

perception albeit in a more nuanced and mature way, was, I think, shared by the adults at the

school so my interview technique, of semi-structured, ethnographic interviews, requires

significant reflexivity. A table of reflexive questions for an interview produced by Brown and

Danaher (2019) is at Appendix C.

I accepted a job at GMS without ever seeing the building. I was abroad with my husband

who was a Government Service worker (GS) for the United States Government, and I

interviewed for the teaching position over a zoom conference call. I am not originally from the

United States and the exterior of GMS was originally quite a shock to me. Built in 1957, it was

originally a segregated school, but there is no mention of its history on any of the web searches I

did for this dissertation; the only way to find out the history is to ask local people, because oral

history is still very important here. Little has been done to change the physical appearance of the

school building in the last sixty-five years. The old photos are easily recognizable as the same

building with the only difference being that some individual glass panes in the large front facing

windows have been replaced with plexiglass, which has yellowed and misted over in the hot
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Southern sun turning them opaque, and there are now window air conditioners sticking out from

the front, marking the individual classrooms.

I began teaching at GMS in August 2021, eighteen months after the initial lockdown was

announced by the state governor. By that point the students and staff had done an academic

semester of completely virtual schooling (March 2020 - May 2020) and an academic year of

mixed teaching (August 2020 - May 2021) where students were given the choice as to whether to

complete school in person or from home in a virtual environment. This case study will

concentrate on the first semester of the pandemic, from spring break 2020 to the summer 2020,

finishing the study at the end of the academic year 2020. This period of study is over eighteen

months before I started working there which provides me with a certain amount of objectivity

despite being a current member of the faculty. In interview teachers have occasionally

conflagrated their experiences to include the whole of the eighteen months of pandemic

schooling and talked about the beginning of the lockdown, and the subsequent year they had just

completed, interchangeably. I have tried to reflect their experiences while maintaining my focus

of the time span of interest.

The recent political history of the school district puts the school into context within a

difficult situation; in 2018 a controversial sale of another school building in the district, and the

subsequent rezoning, increased the student population at GMS by 234 over a single summer,

leaving the building straining to house the maximum recommended capacity (90%) (Yawn,

2018). The student population during the 2022 academic year was just under 1000 serving grades

6 through 8, though the building is zoned for 600. GMS’s minority population is 94% with 84%

of the school population being economically disadvantaged. Eleven percent of the students

scored at or above the proficient level for math (compared to a district 32%) and 21% scored at
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or above that level for reading (compared to 31% for the district). GMS is ranked 311 out of 415

within the state’s middle schools. The principal is quick to emphasize, however, that these

numbers do not truly represent the school he leads. Having recently defended his PhD, which

studied initiatives related to climate in a high poverty middle school, he is enthusiastic and

eternally positive. There are several members of staff who openly say they would not be working

in this school if it wasn’t for his leadership. The environment of large numbers of high need

students in an old building means that classroom management is the number one priority of most

of the teachers with academics and learning coming a close, but noticeable, second.

Research Question

This research focuses on the changing decision-making processes of traditional

leadership positions and examines the influences and interactions of aggregates on this operation.

When the school abruptly transitioned to a new virtual teaching and learning format teachers

tried to find ways of delivering new curriculum requirements in effective ways. This involved

innovation but also adherence to administrative requirements. Teachers created fine grain

adjustments that were subsequently adopted into coarse grain policy or stopped by the

administration. I have investigated the changes in policy that were instigated, through

non-traditional leadership events, as the lockdown situation progressed, leading to my research

question: How did the decision-making processes of traditional leadership roles change through

the interaction of the four functions of complex leadership theory in a Title I middle school, in

response to the COVID-19 crisis?

Case Study Boundaries

This is a bounded system both spatially and temporally. The time limitation of this study

is from the lockdown announcement by the state governor (March 26, 2020) to the end of the
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academic year for the students (June 10, 2020), a total of seventy-six days, not all of which were

designated school work days. The people included in this study are members of the GMS

community. The members of my defined community all live in the local area of a medium sized

city in the Southeastern United States.

Recruitment

For this research dissertation I have used snowball recruitment. I asked a few colleagues

(reflexivity statement) whether they were at GMS during the COVID-19 lockdown. I then asked

if they knew of any other faculty members who were there during that time. The huge staff

turnover at GMS provided a small but sufficient pool of participants. The snowball policy

reinforces the social movement and social aggregates part of my theoretical framework. By

recruiting people who know people because of their interactions I have reinforced the idea that

the leadership events are caused by resonances of social interactions. I also asked several

families and parents who had students at GMS during the pandemic if they were willing to take

part in my research but none of them responded positively. The social groups, who can identify

participants from within their aggregate, have produced a resonance among themselves.

Data Generation Methods

During my research I interviewed two administrators, five teachers, three support staff

and one paraprofessional, which produced theme saturation. Analysis of the interview data

determined that this was sufficient, and I did not need any more participants. I was not

attempting to produce reproducibility in my study or to find a representative sample from within

the population, instead I intended to understand the phenomenon of leadership within the

community during COVID-19. Employing a constructivist approach to this study I want to

co-construct knowledge with the participants employing “particularization not generalization”
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(Stake, 1995, p8) with the use of intensity sampling. Small numbers of deliberately chosen

participants is appropriate (Small, 2009). To re-enforce this, I conducted semi-structured

interviews with faculty, staff and administrators providing a fully holistic understanding of the

situation. I also interviewed the principal and the eighth-grade assistant principal.

Interview Questions

My interviews used a semi-structured, ethnographic style interview format. Before

conducting semi-structured interviews, the interviewer prepares a list of topics that need to be

explored and designs potential open-ended questions around these topics. Generally, this list was

followed during the interview but there are also opportunities for conversation to be developed,

based on the answers given, that develop and illuminate areas of interest in ways that the

interviewer could not have anticipated when the interview was being planned (Brown & Danaher

2019). I did this using grand tour questions and specific grand tour questions detailed in Spradley

(1979). A list of my proposed interview questions is in Appendix E. My questions are obviously

influenced by my observations of the changes that I observed as a member of faculty (see

reflexive statement). For example as a teacher one year later I was still seeing the rapid provision

of training to support the introduction of Schoology software and zoom for meetings.

Throughout the process I remained reflexive to fully appreciate that participants may not have

seen these changes at all or may feel that they were insignificant in comparison to other issues.

This experience does mean that if conversation stalls, I can specifically ask about a change I

observed to see if this stimulates other linked memories.

Before I began each interview, I made it clear to all of the administration personnel that I

interviewed that the decisions they made were taken at a time of crisis and they were made in

good faith by professionals who took the pulse of the situation and acted accordingly. I
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reinforced that this research is not intended to be a debate to decide if the leadership decisions

can stand the test of time and formal analysis. There has intentionally been no juxtaposition of

the on-the-spot decision-making process and the “after the fact” analysis.

Post-Activity Data Management

Data was stored within the Auburn University data protection Framework, Box, and

complied with IRB requirements.

Limitations

Due to administration time for the IRB process from the sponsoring University the

research was carried out approximately twelve months after the event. In contacting and talking

to possible interviewees and participants for the study (see reflexivity statement). I requested that

they save any emails they wrote to try and preserve data. This helped with the problem of not

remembering details from the event and the inevitable problem that recollections vary. The

interviews helped the interviewees remember but were not specifically helpful to the research.

Data Analysis

Quantitative research prides itself on producing work that uses unbiased sampling which

yields results that are representative of the population; the statistical error in this goal can

actually be calculated as a physical number. If other forms of research are judged by these

criteria of representation and average sampling, they fall short and are negatively criticized, but,

as Small (2009) points out, this misses the point and the value of the alternatives. Many

quantitative researchers would, and have, argued that the lack of generalizability leads to a lack

of rigor, but they seem to be missing the point.

There is disagreement within the qualitative researchers as to how to validate case study

research. Burawoy (1991, cited in Small) argues that instead of statistical significance (a phrase
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that has a specific mathematical definition) the case method searches for societal significance;

instead of comparing cases and looking for representative comparisons, the single case, he

argues, provides information about society as a whole. Alternatively, Mitchell (1983, as cited in

Small) argues that the key to qualitative research is in its ability to uncover processes within the

case being studied. To the foundational quantitative research question “how do you know the

case you have chosen is typical?” he answers that statistical representation is an “irrelevant

criterion” and that inferences from statistical data are entirely different in nature from the study

of a “idiosyncratic combination of elements or events that constitute a case,” which he refers to

as scientific or logical inference. Small (2009) surmises that sampling logic, or a mathematical

approach, is only superior to case study logic when the questions being posed are descriptive

questions about populations. The how and why questions, that address the details of a process

that are unknown before the research begins, are best answered by case study research. This

reflects Yin’s (2003) research question development strategies of finding the “how and why” as

opposed to the “what.”

Stake’s (1995) constructivist outlook reinforces Mitchell by identifying the aim of

research to be to construct a clearer idea and better description of the realities of the world as

seen through other individuals and their interpretations of how these experiences integrate into a

world view. Stake (1995) also identifies the many roles of the researcher: teacher, advocate,

evaluator, biographer, and interpreter, which would all be scorned by quantitative researchers

who aim for impartial observers.

Using the interviews and personal observations, my main analytical technique was to

construct an understanding of the changes the interviewees are describing and then I have built

an understanding of the emergence of a leadership event within the bounds of my theoretical
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framework, showing the resonance of aggregates and the emergence of a leadership event

alongside the roles of the traditional leadership play in the event. In this way I have shown face

validity and ecological validity (Yue, 2010). Face Validity represents an “intuitive and

commonsense understanding of a phenomenon” (p963) and ecological validity ensures that the

researcher’s inquiries resemble the lived experiences of the participants. I may be able to

triangulate data sources (Evers & van Staa, 2020) to provide internal consistency (Ward & Street

2010) by cross referencing emails and interview identified experiences, with documented

changes in policy from administration.

I also looked for pattern matching (Yin, 2003) – comparing the empirically based pattern

with the theoretical pattern of CLT which Yin may also describe as logic model technique. An

interview may reveal that, in response to administration encouraging feedback, through a

community wide communication, that appeared in the data sources, a stakeholder wrote an email,

which subsequently resulted in a perceived change in policy towards a specific aspect of the

online education platform. Pattern matching associates the actions of the administration's

encouragement to the conceptual framework of complexity leadership; it also follows the actions

of the stakeholder and places the events into a framework which demonstrate emergence and the

existence of a leadership event. The possible interactions between stakeholders discussing

whether to write the email can also be fitted into the framework with pattern matching (Yin,

2003). Other data sources, outside of interviews, can confirm a decision and a policy change but,

stakeholders who believe policy changed because of their intervention, are an example of an

emergent leadership event in the same way as documented changes.

My a priori themes for coding the data gathered were based on the leadership functions:

Administrative, Generative, Community Building, Information Gathering, and Information
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Using. I started my analysis by reviewing my interviews and identifying the main themes that

emerged. These themes represented the key ideas, patterns, or concepts that recurred throughout

the conversations. As I read the transcripts it became clear that the interviewees were describing

several of the same incidents or leadership events from different perspectives. Discipline,

within the virtual environment, became a prominent theme alongside absenteeism and

communication. Communication sub divided into communication between teachers and

administration, between teachers and teachers, and between teachers and students. I also

considered how one emergent event might influence or be influenced by another. I analyzed the

described experiences and roles of the interviewees in the leadership events that emerged in each

themes and assigned one of the four leadership functions to the phenomenon. The leadership

functions represented the roles or purposes of each experience in relation to my conceptual

framework and provided a description of the event in terms of complex leadership functions and

my conceptual framework.

Verification and Interpretation

Referring to the four tests of validity proposed by Yin (2003, p43) during my research I

ensured the following:

● Construct Validity – I used multiple sources of data and have key informant

member check (Yin, 2003)

● Internal Validity – I performed explanation building in order to ensure that the

relationships I describe in my research are actually related to complexity theory

leadership as the primary dynamic (Yue, 2020).
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● External Validity – I am employing CLT theory but am not expecting to have

generalizability to all future situations. Remembering that the generalization comes from

the case study and not the case (Yin, 2003).

● Reliability – I have developed a database and maintain a chain of evidence for

example who recommended participants

To reinforce my trustworthiness as a researcher I have remained reflexive considering my

involvement with the community. By acknowledging my part in the process, I hope to detach

from it sufficiently to report it. My participants were asked to member check summaries of the

interviews which were be deidentified by the researcher. With enough data reported the reader

should be able to reach their own conclusions and make their own decision as to whether they

agree with my interpretation. I used these validation strategies to show the study’s

trustworthiness and credibility through the lens of the researcher, participants, and the audience

(Creswell & Miller, 2000).

Through several different data sources, I was able to perform data triangulation to

confirm that observations and conclusions carry the same meaning when found under different

circumstances (Stake, 1995)

Ethical Considerations

The ethical principles of research are not always well-defined and their interpretation is

left to the individual researcher and the IRB board of the overseeing institution, however,

Hammersley (2015, as cited in Brown and Danaher, 2019) summed up the essence of ethical

considerations by saying: “respecting people and taking account of their well-being’ should

define research ethics” (p. 78). I conducted my research following the principles of Connectivity,
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Humanness and Empathy (CHE) which were inspired by Reushle (2005) and are extensively

detailed in Brown and Danaher (2019).

Ontologically, the CHE principles are based on the importance of human interactions in

social groups which agrees with the theories of aggregate resonance in my conceptual theoretical

framework of Complexity Leadership Theory. Epistemologically CHE recognizes that

knowledge is co-constructed “in environments that foster dialogue and engagement and that help

to scaffold learning and reflection (such as via semi-structured interviews)” (Brown & Danaher,

2019, p. 78), This reinforces both my data collection technique and my conceptual framework

using the information-gathering and information-building leadership functions. Axiologically,

the CHE principles ground themselves in the ethical position that values difference and otherness

(Brown & Danaher, 2019), aligning with the fundamental need for heterogeneity in a complex

adaptive system.

Connectedness: refers to creating a rapport within an interview. Rapport means more than putting

people at ease; it involves listening, and convincing people you are listening and that you are

interested in them and their story (Leech 2002). Specifically, interviewers should have physical

gestures that reflect openness and a friendly approach (Brown & Danaher, 2019)

Humanness: As part of the epistemological constructivism inherent in this approach participants

and researchers are both givers and receivers of information. Researchers are encouraged to

express rather than suppress their humanity (Brown & Danaher, 2019).

Empathy: In considering the feelings expressed during an interview there must be a mutuality

and a determined willingness to “appreciate the perspectives and world of ‘the other’” (Watts

2008; see, e.g., Dennis, 2016, as cited in Brown & Danaher, 2019, p. 83).
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Using these principles as a guide the ethical protection of the interviewer and interviewee

are considered. All interviewees were given the opportunity to member check the interview

summaries and were given the opportunity to withdraw from the research at any time. I created

pseudonyms for all participants but during the analysis I avoided using any identification.

Chapter 4: Findings

The first three chapters of this dissertation offered an introduction into the circumstances

of the COVID-19 global pandemic, and the resulting national, federal and local governmental

responses; a review of the literature concerning the various academic frameworks that have been

proposed for complexity leadership theory; and the methodological design that was used for this

study. This chapter now presents the findings that emerged from the data collected and analyzed

using the conceptual framework that was constructed for the purpose of this study.

Within the uncertainty of changing environments researchers have developed ways to

predict, measure, and understand community behavior. Complex Adaptive Systems (CASs) are

groups and organizations where an understanding of how the individual components operate is
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not a direct predictor of how the whole reacts to a situation. There is an element of circumstantial

unpredictability that cannot be fully understood until after the event has been observed. The

system is an evolving structure which reorganizes and adapts according to the unique

environmental conditions of the moment. (Chiva, 2014, as cited in Turner & Baker, 2019; He et

al., 2011; Manson, 2001; Morrison, 2006; Stacey, 1996). Viewing communities as Complex

Adaptive Systems (CASs) is a way to view groups of people who are isolated in a semi

permeable way, within a larger community and to describe the interactions between individuals

and groups. My example was Gregory Middle School (GMS), a Title I middle school in the

south-eastern United States. GMS is part of McMillan Public School District (MPS). I have used

MPS and GMS as pseudonyms to anonymize the school system and school throughout this

dissertation.

Statement of Purpose

This is an instrumental case study (Stake,1995) to show how a semi-isolated school

community handled the change from traditional classroom-based school to virtual school in a

short amount of time due the COVID-19 outbreak of 2020. It explores how this radical social

adjustment for the community, shaped individual interactions between the school administration,

faculty and staff during this time. It proposes that these interactions within the community can be

better understood using a framework built on complexity leadership theories (Morrison, 2006).

This is a qualitative study employing an instrumental single case study (Stake, 1995) that

was conducted with data collected from interviews and document collection (Yin, 2008;

Merriam, 2009). Pseudonyms for the school, the school district, and all the participants in the
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study were created to ensure as much anonymity as could be reasonably afforded to them,

although within this writing I have simply avoided referring to anyone by name rather than

giving them an alias. The findings from these interviews and gathered artifacts have been

presented using the complex leadership mechanisms of Administrative, Generative, Community

Building, Information Gathering and Information Using, as a structure to describe the case.

Unlike other case studies that attempt to explain the situation, this study provides an

understanding of how the complex leadership functions were involved in the decision-making

process; this understanding is connected with an intentionality to truly comprehend the situation

which simple, superficial, third-party explanation is not. This case study does not work to

explain why things were the way they were rather it describes in depth how things were at a

particular time and place (Stake, 1995). This contrasts with case studies seeking to identify cause

and effect relationships and those, like this study which are seeking understanding of the human

experience.

Significance

The nature of education ensures that schools are never going to stop changing, adapting

and trying to provide the best for students within an ever-changing political environment of new

legislation and bureaucratic measurement systems. The COVID- 19 pandemic is unlikely to be

the last time that a catastrophic global event effects schools and students. Understanding how a

high school community operates as a complex adaptive system in extreme circumstances can

help us better understand leadership and school communities, for the future.

Problem Statement

Preparing for and managing change is an area of intense research within the academic

area of leadership. And, if this is true for business and commerce, it is doubly true for schools
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and education. How, then, do leaders of communities, like school districts, handle a massive

change that was totally unpredictable and groundbreaking in its consequences? What can we

learn about community interaction and leadership roles during radical change? While complex

leadership theory, using complex adaptive systems as the central tenet, has been developing for

some time, educational references to this theory are not as fully developed as in other fields.

Complexity leadership theory has been studied in a school leadership environment (Morrison,

2002) but not through a case study and not in an environment identifying a specific community

and the theory together. This case study, of an educational community, undergoing massive

change and uncertainty, using complex leadership theory as its conceptual framework, examines

these questions and the implications for school communities and their traditional, administrative

leadership roles. This study uses five functions of complex leadership theory to describe the

community interactions and leadership roles during radical change. It also describes the emergent

leadership within the GMS community and how it was both simultaneously encouraged and

controlled using the generative and administrative functions

Conceptual Framework

Complexity leadership theory has developed from complexity science where systems are

described as non-linear and non-reductionist (Chiva, 2014, as cited in Turner & Baker, 2019).

Leadership is described in terms of events and is not assigned to an individual person or group.

The unpredictable interactions of individuals described in complex leadership theory (CLT) fits

well within an educational community environment where there are many diverse stakeholders

who all have distinct and individual needs from the system. I have combined several structural

frameworks from the literature (which are not from an education leadership discipline) and

created a theoretical framework of complexity leadership. The four functions of leadership which
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I have used for the basis of my analysis are the administrative function, the generative function,

the community building function and the data collection and data analysis function.

Understanding the complexity of a system and the interactions between the individuals involved

is a matter of perspective or framing and the level of decision making that it influences (fine and

coarse grain activities) (Stewart, 2001).

The Administrative leadership function within complex leadership model, is used to by

building leadership to produce stability and a cohesive work environment that give some

necessary reassurances when the system is working at the edge of chaos (Hazy & Uhl-Bien,

2015). Administrative groups provide procedures and goals giving boundaries that give

familiarity and encouragement. The regulations and procedures put in place to facilitate smooth

daily operations and provide boundaries, as well as limitations and rules for staff to work within,

provide security, and reassurances.

The Generative leadership function (Surie & Hazy, 2006) influences the fine grain

procedures and provides details and influences the minutiae of the everyday processes. Building

leaders encourage the generative process by providing the environment for aggregates to form

and develop. These groups can then resonate and problem solve through experimentation and

experiential development. The processes cannot be intricately managed (Uhl-Bien & Marion,

2009) with the goal of the emergence of leadership events. I have analyzed absenteeism, student

access to technology, and communication problems and solutions implemented by the faculty

and admin that demonstrate this function in practice.

In order to try and enable emergent leadership events traditional leadership positions use

community building as a leadership function, reinforcing and encouraging a sense of belonging

at the fine-grain level. Coarse grain processes arise from these smaller interactions and as
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community building leadership is applied, individuals operating at a fine-grain level begin to

acknowledge membership in the larger community. This belonging to a community reinforces

both the generative function which is reliant on aggregate formation, and the administrative

function which is reliant on buy-in to the system and participants following the rules.

The information-gathering and using functions are not the sole possession of the

administration and shows that there are uses of information at other levels of the system. The

information available to teachers can be used and distributed throughout the aggregates to

develop fine grain processes. Conversations between teachers both in person and through social

media produces data that is then “sensed, decoded, exchanged and interpreted” (Hazy &

Uhl-Bien, 2015, p. 85) in an informal way. Administration may need a more formal process for

gathering and ultimately using the information.

Research Question

How did the decision-making processes of traditional leadership roles change through the

interaction of the four functions of complex leadership theory in a Title I middle school, in

response to the COVID-19 crisis?

The interviews I conducted point to a difficult balance between the administrative and

generative functions of complex leadership, that the principal and other administrators needed to

find during the pandemic led closure of schools. The interviews identified that the

decision-making processes of the administration changed to fit the requirements of the faculty

and staff in the building, and the teachers changed their decision-making processes in the

classroom to fit the new and developing needs of their students. The administrative function gave

teachers structures to work within, providing security and boundaries that calmed nerves and
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provided them with the reassurances they needed to do their jobs. The Generative function

allowed them to adapt, within the boundaries set, to be more effective and to be able to better

meet the needs of their students. Decisions by the administration followed the entrainment

process of allowing the generative function to take precedence and then tightening the rules and

regulations promoting emergence. This is seen in the formation of aggregates between groups

who would not usually have that much in common personally. Older, traditional classroom

teachers who had excellent in person classroom management skills, and (generally) younger

more tech savvy teachers who handled online classrooms more effectively, began talking to each

other and collaborating. There was a corresponding change in the balance of power between

these two groups as they grew to appreciate each other. There was little formal instruction as to

how to teach virtually at the beginning of the school closures, so the teachers taught themselves

and each other, and then as the situation developed administration began to take more control.

The decision-making process of the traditional leadership roles also changed to

accommodate the vast requirements that suddenly became apparent. Teachers changed the way

they made decisions in their classrooms by considering access problems that had never existed

before, and administration changed their decision-making process to allow more input from

teachers and therefore incorporated more immediate feedback of policy changes. The whole

system made changes faster allowing survival and imperative adaptation.

The Administrative Leadership Function

The administrative function is, by definition, the details of the policy and procedures that

provide the coarse grain structures for “business” of teaching. This stands in the face of

complexity leadership which encourages adaptive emerging leadership events. There is a

constant dynamic relationship between the traditional leadership positions and the informally
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created and complexly adaptive emergent forces. This daily opposition of the processes of

emergence and entrainment, where leadership restricts and limits the progress of spontaneous

changes, is referred to by Hazy and Uhl-Bien (2015) as the spiral of innovation or entanglement

(Thomas et al., 2005).

For the analysis of the function, I have explored the leadership structures that influenced

GMS from outside the building, the traditional administrative positions of the district and the

federal government. I have then considered the influences of the administrative function on the

curriculum content, what the teachers actually taught during the lockdown period, and how this

was decided on and implemented. Finally, I have examined how teachers were instructed to

deliver this content and the policy decisions that were made regarding it.

The Administrative Function: Leadership Decisions from Outside the Building

The decision-making process throughout the pandemic was generally not executed at the

building level. For much of the lockdown, macro decisions, like the opening and closing of

buildings, weren’t even being made at the district level but had moved to the state level with

heavy federal influence; this was unprecedented. Principals became reactionary to policy that

they had had no hand in influencing. The principal commented that he wished that he had been

able to keep his faculty more informed of the decisions that were being made, but that he was

finding things out at the same time as they were. When I asked him if the superintendent had

called him about the school closure before it was officially announced, he said:

She, she didn't say anything. Um, because the state superintendent

closed all the schools in the state…. So it was really, he, that made the
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decision. So, there was no need for her to do anything after he, you know,

made the decision. It was still a long delay, maybe a few weeks before we

heard anything from the superintendent's office in terms of what we

should be doing while we're closed. ‘Cause at the time when he closed it,

school was closed…for spring break. (Principal A, 2 August 2022).

With all the faculty, staff, and administration physically out of the building, communication was

difficult, and the newly imposed centralized decision making negated the already failing

localized processes. The principal said in these early days he felt like he was no longer a decision

maker, as the pandemic spread and large-scale plans were rapidly put into place. I asked a grade

level administrator how he found out that the school would not be coming back after spring

break, and he laughed as he said:

Strangely enough it was in a rumor that we were going to do it,

that's always faster, I think. Don't know if it’s always true but it was

rumored that we were going to lockdown, and then would you like me to

tell you what was after that ?….We had a faculty meeting [in the cafeteria]

to discuss it with the staff and then it was on the news maybe the next

night if not that night that we were going to be closed. (Principal B, 15

May 2022)

One teacher told me that before they went on spring break her friends and colleagues

were joking saying “we’re not coming back” because they were watching national news of

school districts around the country shutting down. Several of the teachers I spoke to mentioned

that they had heard that the district would be closing through the local news outlets. With the

prevalence of smartphones and immediate information one teacher told me:
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So, I think it was actually the last day of school before break. So, I was

checking my phone and a news alert came up on my phone that the

governor was holding a news conference, and during the news conference

the medical advisor and the state superintendent came out and they stood

next to the governor as they announced that everything was shutting down

for two weeks. The news came, not from the school, but from the press

conference and we all found out at the same time…. The school didn't tell

us at that point, we just shut down and went home. (Teacher B, 30 May

2022)

Almost all the teachers I interviewed remembered seeing the information on the news but very

few remembered how the administration told them about the situation. Some teachers remember

receiving Robocalls, while others don’t remember it. One teacher told me about a detailed email

from the central office with documentation of what COVID was and what cases they had had in

their state - no other teacher mentioned this, and I could not find a copy.

A teacher who regularly attended the district departmental meetings said she gathered

information from the poorly attended subject level meetings. She said:

Our district curriculum specialist…mentioned that we needed to make

long-term plans about how to deal with the 4th 9 weeks, but she basically

said in the meeting that we are probably not coming back. That was not

official from the district but she let us know that we needed to start

making long-term plans for If we came back. She used the word “if.” So

the district at that point, it was the week after spring break, were already

discussing “if” but it had not passed to the principal or the school level
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yet. It was just those of us who showed up to the meeting and were

listening carefully heard her say the word “if.” (Teacher B, 30 May 2022)

The nurse, security guard and the custodian do not work directly for the principal but

instead are contracted and employed by outside agencies and assigned to a particular building.

The custodian said he knew that the lockdown was coming because he had received emailed

instructions from his central office that they were to increase their cleaning levels: “they told us

to do more wiping, cleaning and sanitizing.” “We’re usually only allowed to mop 3 out of 5 days

but we were told to mop every day - we don’t have enough staff for that, so when the school

closed down, we had to clean all of the classrooms and all of the school” he said.

The security guard at GMS told me he knew the long-term closure was coming when he

received an email at the end of his spring break, moving him from GMS to a different local

school to begin preparations for a distribution point. He said it just sort of happened. He

explained that he felt lots of people didn’t really understand what was happening and lots of the

parents he met were socially disoriented because they had no prior experiences to prepare them

for what happened.

In my interview with the principal, he suggested this dissertation should be titled “Good

God, we did it,” showing the immense uncertainty he felt during the pandemic and the relief that,

in the end, children were educated and kept as safe as possible. Trying to put coarse grain

administrative procedures in place to provide structure and continuity for the faculty was

difficult, as he was as new to the situation as everyone else. Tasks that had never been part of the

daily routine suddenly became the main priority, and tasks that had previously taken most of his

time now became almost non-existent.
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There was this huge responsibility for like public health, like for the

principal to be a public health expert, to check temperatures, diagnose

symptoms and determine whether or not children have been in contact,

you know, with other people that were known to be COVID positive. And

that was not something we were accustomed to doing. It's not anything we

mind doing, but it was very time consuming. Right? So normally how I

would decide to spend my time would be broken over academics or

operations or student discipline. But now my, the way I would spend my

time, had to be changed. (Principal A, 2 August 2022)

I directly asked the principal how he thought the decision-making process changed. He

was honest in his answer; his process changed because of the sheer volume of requirements and

the way he allowed his staff to be part of the creation of the new operating procedures.

The decision-making processes changed because of additional

responsibilities being added. For example, there was this huge

responsibility for like public health, like for the principal to be a public

health expert, to check temperatures, diagnose symptoms and determine

whether or not children have been in contact, you know, with other people

that were known to be COVID positive. And that was not something we

were accustomed to doing. It's not anything we mind doing, but it was

very time consuming. (Principal A, 2 August 2022)

With so many other things to do outside of being a middle school principal, many of

which were previously unheard of, the principal felt his decision-making process was sometimes

rushed and shallow. Making a schedule not only helped the teachers with structure and security,
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it also brought the principal back into familiar territory where he knew he could help his faculty

and be successful. The feedback from the teachers to change the schedule gave him a reassurance

that he could provide something useful and help his faculty in a time when a lot of the decision

making had been taken away to district level. This interaction provided normalcy. His use of the

word we in the following quote is incredibly telling:

Every single day it seemed like, and it was just very difficult trying to

maneuver the pieces. And I think we did an incredible job. So we kept

trying to change the way we did it. Even in that short time span just to do

it better. And we didn't know what we were doing. We were just trying to

learn (Principal A, 2 August 2022)

The principal, who has a background in human resources, went back to basics and began

producing scheduling for class times, trying to give the staff a firm and reassuring foundation. He

helped staff organize zoom classrooms and posted the codes on the school website for them

within the schedule, so it was easily accessible. The subsequent problems that came from this

open accessibility have been discussed; the staff appreciated the support and the direction, even

if the system wasn’t perfect to begin with. They were sympathetic to the mistakes and the

attempts to find working solutions. Faculty followed the schedule and provided feedback through

email and personal conversations. When I asked the principal about changing the schedule he

said:

Well, it was really just more the teachers saying, “Cause they had like a

flip schedule, like Monday, Tuesday, it would be this group and

Wednesday, Thursday, it would be another group.” So they were just
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saying it wasn't enough time. The kids were falling further and further

behind…so we changed it. (Principal A, 2 August 2022)

The principal’s flexibility to change timings to better fit the situation allowed the system

to adapt within the feedback given, demonstrating a natural evolution. The published schedule

provided a ratcheting function that prevented the program from changing back again; the

changes to the system became permanent. This change in coarse grain procedures, enforced

through a published and widely distributed schedule, shows the principal using the

administrative function to define the chains of responsibility and provide a sense of consistency,

(Morrison, 2006). It gave teachers specific times to teach and plan and gave much needed

structure to an otherwise uncertain situation. Just knowing when to teach and for how long

settled nerves and being allowed to give opinions on how the plan was working gave them a

stakeholder role. The principal’s actions provided a fine balance of entrainment and emergence

where teachers could operate implementing fine grain changes, using the generative function,

within the safety net of the coarse grain restrictions, of the administrative function. This example

could have gone in either theme, but I chose the administrative theme to show the vital role that

rules and regulations had in freeing the staff to fulfill their potential as educators. Without the

schedule, and the knowledge that the feedback that they were providing was being listened to

and acted upon, teachers would not have been able to successfully adapt and survive.

The principal said that in this environment he began finding self-determination in the

areas he knew he could positively influence. As the teachers gained boundaries and subsequent

professional reassurance from these schedules the principal also regained his personal

confidence:
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I could have done better as the principal leading it, but part of me just, I

didn't know what to do…I created the Zoom schedules, that's something I

could do, create expectations - something I could do. But I had difficulty

trying to monitor the quality of the virtual instruction, who was logging in,

who wasn't, um, to teach some teachers weren't logging in at all. (Principal

A, 2 August 2022)

Using these schedules as a starting point teachers began reengaging and providing

feedback as to what was successful and what wasn’t. The schedule for the classes changed

several times to accommodate the needs of the students and the teachers. A tutorial session was

added at the end of the day to accommodate students who were sharing computers or those who

only had internet connection when the bus came into their community. The principal told me that

teachers began giving him feedback by text and email and he was quick to adjust the plan.

In another interview a grade level administrator also talked about his changing role

during the pandemic. He described trying to combine traditional roles concerning student

discipline with trying to help and support the faculty. When I asked him what changed about his

administrative role he said:

I was able to attend more sessions, attend more classes…I could

just open up a class session and watch and observe and so I was

able to get more observations in…I really liked it. The teaching

and the instruction was very effective and good. The teaching was

on task. (Principal B, 15 May 2022)

This encouragement was just what the teachers, who were unsure of their roles in this new

virtual environment, needed.
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The Administrative Function: Required Curriculum Content

The two English teachers I interviewed talked about meeting together with other teachers

in the district and discussing what should be taught in this new environment. It became obvious,

they said, that not everything on the curriculum was going to get covered and so, as a group led

by the district subject specialist, they identified key standards that they would concentrate on.

So, each department met and tried to iron out a plan. A game plan to try

and figure out what we were going to do? So, for us we looked at our

pacing guides and we decided - these are the most critical things that they

are going to need to know - So how do we execute this? Because

everything has to be virtual. (Teacher A, 8 May 2022)

Committees in every subject area met and decided on a set of critical standards that took

precedence over the others. The insecurity and uncertainty about the requirements from virtual

teaching was obvious from every conversation, so the use of the administrative mechanism here

gave the structure required to let individuals come to a personal understanding of the chaos. The

imposed reduction of required standards reduced the workload and gave the teachers time to

breathe and reassess. Official emails from subject specialists at district level informed teachers of

the new priority of the key standards and gave the limitations demonstrating the entrainment

function; teachers became able to freely practice their craft within the limitation given. This

administrative function action did not come from the principal but from district level leaders.

The Administrative Function: How Teachers Delivered Instruction

The instructions for the provision of alternative learning environments were not solely

dictated by the building administration. Soon after the governor’s announcement, that schools

would remain in a virtual environment until the end of the academic year, the state
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superintendent acknowledged that districts across the state have “different levels of capacity” to

do online learning. In an unusually specific statement about teaching methods, he said, “Where

no connectivity is possible, they’ll offer ‘old-fashioned’ take-home packets.” The direct result of

this was that, while trying to understand the new technology, teachers were also required to

produce a paper packet that could be handed out to students who did not have access to

technology. Again, the building administration tried to control the uncertainty by providing

entrainment and organizing the details of distribution. Administration set limitations on the size

of the packet, and deadlines were given to facilitate timely distribution. The limitation on the key

standards had been set. These measures, providing tangible parameters, certainly helped, but

teachers struggled with not having any contact with their learners.

Packets were more workbook stuff; I mean I tried to … The problem is we

were handing out these packets to give to a student. And they’re going to

have no interaction with a teacher so we can’t make it very difficult,

because they have no way of getting comprehension or understanding

from it. It's not like they can ask me a question. I mean they could, but

they’re probably not going to call up here and say, “hey I'm having

trouble.” (Teacher C, 21 May 2022)

Security and custodians helped with the logistics by handing out and collecting papers,

and office staff photocopied and collated the bundles into year groups. The custodian stated, “we

just wanted to make the teachers feel comfortable,” so when the principal asked him if he could

help, he did. The principal controlled the process using entrainment; he had to restrict the

teachers so that the administrative processes could work. Individual teachers could not see big

picture logistics. The principal said:
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It was all very complicated because each team started developing their

own packet. And I was like, “no, we need one packet for sixth grade, one

for seventh, and one packet for eighth.” Teachers did not like that. The

assignments were not individual to the teacher. And I just said,

“unfortunately, it's too complicated. And we have limited staff.” They took

all of our security guards except one. So that one person had to sit, sit at

the door all day and take packets and give out packets and all that. And I

just didn't have the personnel to sit through all of that complicated mess.

(Principal A, 2 August 2022)

The teachers were not happy with the restrictions that were placed on them and

complained to the principal personally at the time, but the policy was necessary for the smooth

running of the school. The administrative function of leadership is not always based on popular

decisions. This set of restrictions was implemented to facilitate the whole school. The principal

used the word “mess” to describe the process, showing the frustration and discomfort throughout

the system.

In conclusion administration used coarse grain policies and regulations to control some of

the behavior of the teachers. The curriculum content, which would otherwise become

overwhelming and impossible to teach, was slimmed down to essentials only, giving teachers the

opportunity to actually succeed. The methods of virtual teaching were new and had to be given

restrictive parameters in order to maintain the complicated logistical balance between teaching

faculty and support staff. The decision-making process was not linear, and the administration felt

a significant amount of jurisdiction had been taken from them, so they tried to help faculty and

staff with what little influence they had left.
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The Generative Leadership Function

Generative Leadership mechanisms are described in three phases. At the beginning of the

process Plowman et al. describe coarse-grain disequilibrium provided in my research by the

COVID pandemic (2007a, 2007b; Lichtenstein & Plowman, 2009). The administration then

demonstrates organizational support for any innovative ideas and new thinking. In the second

phase, administration encourages the implementation of the new ideas that have been formed

through the aggregate communication. Finally, the feedback from the fine-grain changes at a

subject or grade is encouraged by open and accessible administration. In conclusion, generative

leadership functions are positively correlated to the success of the emerging leadership events

and produce new coarse-grain procedures (Hazy & Uhl-Bien, 2015).

During the analysis of my interviews two main themes demonstrating the generative

leadership functions, absenteeism and online discipline, became apparent. Absenteeism was cited

by several teachers as a problem that was negatively affecting the effectiveness of their

instruction and, ultimately, the students learning. On closer investigation however, absenteeism

was a symptom of several other situations that needed to be addressed. The adaptive and

innovative way that teachers examined and began to understand the difficulties with the

underlying issues of student access to technology, the social responsibilities of the students and

the communication problems between the school, the students, and their parents, demonstrate

this mechanism in practice.

The Generative Leadership Function: Addressing Absenteeism

After the novelty of the first couple of weeks of virtual school had worn off, attendance to

the designated lessons became very low. Interviewees had many thoughts on why attendance was

so bad. Some blamed access to technology, including internet access and physical devices, while
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some blamed social circumstances that precluded students from attending class. With chronic

absenteeism strongly associated with failing at school teachers knew they had to counteract the

trend as soon as possible. I am going to look at each one of these areas and consider how the

generative leadership function was used to develop solutions; how aggregate groups formed and

came together to produce innovative ways to help their students succeed.

The Generative Function: Addressing Absenteeism Through Access to Technology

A grade level administrator estimated that about 50% of the student population did not

have access to suitable technology at the beginning of the pandemic, so trying to equitably

distribute Chromebooks became a major task of the first couple of weeks of virtual schooling.

Consistent with the generative mechanism for complex leadership, identification of students who

needed technology and the distribution of that technology was a fine grain (grass roots),

aggregate-led process. With the librarian in the lead role, custodians, security, and secretarial

staff informally came together to create a distribution plan that involved borrowed tents

(temperatures were beginning to rise and this is the south) and a highly choreographed drive

through for parents. During a socially distanced staff meeting in the cafeteria, teachers were

asked to volunteer to help with allocation of computers. The principal used the

aggregate-developed plans and implemented administration logistics to facilitate its success. The

level of detail was immense; pens were disinfected as they were used, and social distancing was

maintained as the school distributed every computer possible to the community.

And then we had exhausted our supply. The principal had told us before

COVID hit that he had ordered a bunch of Chromebooks to get delivered

in the fall, so that we would be one to one in the fall, and so he had placed

his order before the mass of other schools had ordered their Chromebooks,
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so that was great foresight from him. He had no idea this was going to

happen, but we were still caught up in the delays. (Teacher B, 30 May

2022)

The computers had been ordered, to help with the increase of students, before the pandemic, but

supply chain issues slowed down delivery. The district distributed the computers they had

centrally to the schools - yet there still weren’t enough computers. The shortage of devices

certainly contributed to the lack of participation, but the access to technology problem was not

just physical Chromebooks. Many families didn’t have access to a reliable internet connection,

thus making the school issued Chromebooks useless when students couldn’t connect to the web.

Additionally, even if a family did have a Chromebook, there were significant numbers of

students with siblings at home who needed almost simultaneous technological access; one

Chromebook was not sufficient for a large family, forcing families to pick and choose who

completed lessons with their limited resources and limited access.

The Generative Function: Addressing Absenteeism Through the Understanding of Student

Social Situations and Responsibilities

There were students who, because of institutional closures across the board, including

daycares, preschools, and senior centers, became daytime babysitters for their younger siblings

and carers for older relatives during the pandemic. These students could not find time during the

day to log onto school work. One teacher said he had kids feeding babies and making

sandwiches for younger siblings all while he tried to teach. There were also some students who

just didn’t log on at all and teachers didn’t find out why until later. One teacher described her

frustration at the situation:
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There were students who weren’t participating at all because there were

entire households that had COVID and so we had no communication from

those parents, or no communication at all because mothers and fathers

were in the hospital. Some parents passed away; some grandparents

passed away. Parents were dying, parents were focusing on taking care of

the grandparents, more so than virtual learning. (Teacher D, 1 May 2022)

This is representative of national research done that shows communities of color; when data are

adjusted to account for differences in age by race and ethnicity black communities and other

minority communities experienced higher rates of COVID-19 cases and deaths than white people

(Hill and Artiga, 2022). As Maslow’s hierarchy of needs predicts, students couldn’t focus on

school work and learning because their basic needs of safety, including personal safety and

health, were not being sufficiently met. While school work and education were obvious priorities

for teachers and administration, students, and their families, struggled to make sense of the new

situation and prioritized family survival over school.

The Generative Function: Encouraging Emerging Leadership Events

All of these factors, of limited access to technology and the social responsibilities and

situations of students, added together and created the observed chronic absenteeism. Teachers

began to construct their perception of reality through their interactions and experiences. They

then explained their thinking to one another by storytelling, creating and developing their own

unique models and theories (Drath, 2001, as cited in Lichtenstein et al., 2006). Two individuals

who experience the same event each will construct the event and consequently react completely

differently from another. This resulting diversity and heterogeneity among individuals as they

form aggregates is imperative for a complex system to develop and leadership events to emerge.
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Several different solutions were suggested by different groups until the fine grain procedures

produced the required outcomes and then they were shared to administration and other

aggregates.

The synchronous lessons became less well attended and teachers began trying to sort out

why within their own cohorts and groups. Using the aggregates, they had formed to create

solutions to the problems they were encountering, the teachers began by trying to identify and

understand the specific problem they were facing, so they began to reach out to their students to

find out why they weren’t coming to class. Different aggregates solved the information problem

in different ways. Some divided the absentee students into home rooms and created smaller lists

to individual teachers to call, dividing the workload; some teachers I interviewed called all their

students themselves, knowing they had a previously formed relationship that would help them

communicate. Either way teachers began to develop a picture of why students were not showing

up. One teacher describes a conversation with a parent about the fact teachers hadn’t seen her son

in class for a while:

Sometimes it was, “I didn’t know he wasn’t logging in. When I left home,

he was awake. He was dressed in his school shirt, and he was sitting at the

computer. I didn’t know he wasn’t logging into school. I know he was on

the only computer.” (Teacher A, 8 May 2022)

But using the computer software Go-Guardian teachers could see the screen of the school issued

computers and the teachers could help parents explain this mystery:

I'm looking at Goguardian because he's using a school-issued computer. I

can see he's on YouTube, he's on Facebook, he's been on the computer all
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day. He just hasn't logged into anybody's classes. (Teacher A, 8 May

2022)

During the online classes, however, something interesting began to happen. One teacher

explained:

Students began advocating for other students and trying to solve the

problems themselves by talking to the teachers.

The Generative Function: Producing Communication Solutions

Teachers began creating an understanding of the problems their students were

encountering, and now they could start finding solutions. The administration’s organized

schedule times stayed, but teachers began offering drop-in times “like office hours” for students

who couldn’t come during class time. Individual teachers began learning how to record their

classes. As the lockdown progressed, they began sharing these skills with each other so that

lessons come become partially asynchronous. At the time there was no formal training as to how

to record and post classes; all of this was done by the teachers in their aggregate groups

experimentally trying to solve the attendance problem they were experiencing. This became

invaluable, later in the pandemic, as the district began running mobile WiFi buses, and providing

free internet connections, that went into communities at different times of the day. Students

began letting the teachers know what time their bus was due in their community and

consequently when they would be able to log on. The teachers produced enabling conditions that

directly facilitated asynchronous learning outside of the official times laid out by administration.

Teachers didn’t just stay within their own school aggregates; they were sharing information

across schools and across age groups. One teacher I interviewed has a husband who is a teacher

at a local high school, and so she became a conduit for information from his school to hers:
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So, I had a few kids saying that they couldn't log in until later in the day

because of those reasons because the bus didn't come over there until a

certain time, so that's when some of us started recording our lessons. I

learned that from my husband and some other high school teachers. They

were actually recording their lessons for that reason. So, I learned how to

record lessons from him.” (Teacher A, 8 May 2022)

While communications with students increased, inter-staff communications were

hampered by the difficult staff relationships from before the pandemic. Without traditional phone

trees or staff directories (neither of which were available at GMS because of the high number of

staff turnover and the cost of constant reprinting) teachers had no way to informally contact each

other. Several teachers told me they had left the building for spring break without any other team

member’s phone number. The groups that began to form then were born from the pandemic and

the interpersonal communication that underpins all of the discussions of the generative

mechanism.

The Generative Function: Addressing the Discipline Problems

As the school slowly and, in most cases, reluctantly moved from what most people

thought would be a short lived break for a passing virus into a total upheaval of the way school

was conducted, administration at GMS began to put processes into place that would facilitate

virtual learning. A lot of the original organization was done at the administrative level but then

teachers were given the freedom to operate within the structure given. One teacher sums it up

when she said:

Like I said, [our principal] is very different from other principals. And

with him being told we were going into a virtual environment, with his
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background in loving HR, and being able to schedule things very easily,

GMS had a schedule for virtual learning. The second thing we had to do

was set up a zoom meeting for each of our classes. And so from there he

placed our zoom passwords into that schedule so that parents could follow

it, and then the next thing he did was upload that schedule, that zoom

information, onto the website so that parents would have access to it.

(Teacher D, 1 May 2022)

Administration thought they were facilitating the learning as they published the codes for the

classes on the school website. Students began sharing the codes with each other and then posting

them on their Instagram accounts and snapchat. To give as much access as possible to students,

they were permitted to use any computer account they had access to. These decisions were all

made in good faith with accessibility to learning as the priority goal. The teachers soon realized

that it wasn’t just their students who wanted to come into their virtual classrooms. The

availability of the codes meant anyone from anywhere could access GMS classrooms and

lessons. There were moments where teachers were uncomfortable and scared, as one teacher

described:

During those class times we would have inappropriate videos pop up, we

would have someone stand up looking weirdly…that was very frightening -

and just take over your screen. We had students who were actually taking

over the teachers’ screens because we didn’t have the proper settings for

Zoom. (Teacher D, 1 May 2022)
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These weren’t GMS students - these were individuals from outside the school who were

purposely disrupting middle school learning by intimidation. There were also less threatening

invasions from students from other schools and at times the teachers were totally bemused:

I had students from, Caucasian students, from other schools, who would

sit in my class with their hoodies on, eating, ignoring me, because they

weren’t my students. And I’m like wait - who are you (laughing). (Teacher

D, 1 May 2022)

Some of the veteran teachers who had very little experience with online work described shutting

the whole classroom down immediately as they texted the principal for advice. They used the

words “scary” and “unnerving.” However, some of the younger teachers, some of whose college

work had been partially online, took a different approach. One teacher with a master’s degree in

educational technology immediately recognized the impending problems and blatantly defied

administration policy in order to protect her students:

I locked it down. They told us to open it up, and I said “I'm doing this one

time.” They said we had to open up the waiting room … kids couldn't

figure out how to log in, they were using their parents' devices, and so

they weren't logged in to [school accounts]. So, we couldn't have a waiting

room on, and so then we were told, “No, you have to let everybody in.

You can't have a waiting room.” I allowed it one time, and I said you know

what, I'm not getting in trouble for this and I locked it down again. I did

not turn off the Whiteboard fast enough, I got one “rocket ship” through.

(Teacher B,30 May 2022)
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When I asked this teacher what they did when the student drew the phallic “rocket ship” on the

Zoom whiteboard, she calmly said, “I threw them out of the meeting.” The traditional teachers

who were good at physical classroom management were not necessarily the ones who

understood the details of Zoom discipline, and so aggregates began to form around the tag of

virtual classroom security. Teachers who understood the implications of a virtual classroom

openly defied the administration and locked their classrooms down, enforced waiting rooms, and

implemented an effective “behave or out” policy. Within their aggregates, they spoke about their

experiences to other teachers who were obviously shocked from their unwelcome class

invasions. The fine grain procedures gradually changed; at first this was by word of mouth and

teachers copying each other’s policy. As each teacher suffered an embarrassing incident in their

virtual classroom, they turned to their aggregates for solutions. Individual by individual the

building unofficially began using waiting rooms and encouraging student to us their school given

email for access. By the beginning of the next academic year (2020/2021), the faculty were given

comprehensive training on Zoom meeting security, and all classrooms were required to have a

waiting room where class participants could be vetted before entering.

Alongside this teacher managed issue administration also changed their approach to

dealing with the perpetrators when the problem was reported to them, usually after several

violations. I asked one of the grade level administrators how they felt their role changed, and

they said immediately that discipline infractions and the way they dealt with them changed

dramatically. New ways of dealing with disruptions had to be conceived:

We would restrict their access. They could not go on, and it was usually

something disruptive to the virtual class. So, we would block them, kick

them out and, strangely enough, it was effective. I say “strangely enough”
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because if you're acting like you don't want to be there and you get put

out, it's almost like that's what you want right there, but it was effective.

(Principal B, 15 May 2022)

Similarly, there was genteel anarchy among the teachers about the use of cameras

installed in the Chromebooks. From the beginning of the virtual schooling, the administration

insisted that students should have their cameras on while they were in Zoom meetings. This

caused a lot of teachers to be anxious. One veteran teacher tried to explain by describing parents

who were oblivious to the cameras in their homes and the problems that could arise; another

teacher described some of her students being visibly embarrassed about their surroundings. The

visual snapshot into students’ lives at times felt invasive and many teachers thought unnecessary,

so teachers slowly stopped insisting that students turn on their cameras. The policy of cameras

being required is still in place even after COVID for any virtual work, but most teachers do not

adhere to it. The coarse processes and administrative rules have not yet been influenced by the

fine processes that are being practically implemented by the teachers in the virtual classrooms.

Integration of Administrative Function and Generative Function

In conclusion, the generative process allows teachers to use their experience and

ingenuity to solve problems at the fine grain level, subsequently influencing coarse grain policies

and procedures. The "coarse grain administrative procedures" are a part of the administrative

function and act in parallel to the "fine-grained administrative procedures" in the generative

function. The difference between "generative" and "administrative" in terms of traditional

leadership positions is that one is bottom-up and the other is top-down.

The security provided by the administrative function enabled staff to experiment within

the parameters given and expand their professional practices using the generative function. The
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dependability of a class schedule meant that staff could use the boundaries to set a baseline of

expectation and then begin to expand within the dictated parameters where they thought it was

appropriate. Knowing that they had a “safety net” of a minimum expectation, teachers were

allowed the freedom to develop a system that was more appropriate for the students who had

technology and social issues and were, up until then, unable to come to class. In a self-effacing

admission the principal described the enormous task of trying to harness the forward-thinking

developments of the technological savvy teachers while trying to encourage and guide the

teachers who were struggling:

Some teachers can't even turn the damn computer on…I could have done

better as the principal leading it, but…I didn't know what to do. Um, for

some of this I created the class schedules; that's something I could do.

Create expectations - something I could do. (Principal A, 2 August 2022)

The mechanisms of the two functions helped the principal to guide the teachers who only needed

minimal instruction and provided rules and restrictions to teachers who needed even the

minimum requirements defined. This led to students being better served by teachers who were

allowed freedom within the boundaries and students at least receiving minimum services by

those who were struggling.

The librarian also showed the balance between the administrative and generative

functions when she ordered her first e-books. She was given the budget autonomy to adapt her

reading materials to fit the situation during the building closure and now the library at GMS is

majority eBooks with policies in place for students to borrow using their issued devices. The fine

grain adjustments during COVID have become coarse grain policies. The ratcheting function

prevents returning to old fine grain practices through new administrative rules and documents
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enshrining the new procedures. This means that the coarse grain procedures developed are

permanent and the library will not return to the way it previously operated. In more general terms

individuals (the librarian) have worked to provide stabilizing feedback and bring the system back

from the edge of chaos (no books for the students to read) to dependability (a library of available

eBooks).

Community-Building Leadership Function

Within a school there are several overlapping groups who are referred to as communities.

Each individual classroom, be it real or virtual can be considered as a community of students.

There is a simultaneous community of the school, students and teachers and the immediately

connected parents. The wider community of schools within the district branches out into the

larger community of the city including churches and grass roots community groups. The

community building leadership function applies to all of these groups, encouraging participation

across the groups and ultimately producing emergent leadership events.

Community-Building Function Centered Around Classroom Communities

In the face of detrimental student absenteeism, teachers began finding ways to build the

community of their classrooms to encourage students to attend virtual classes where they could.

There were several different approaches to this, but the vast majority of them involved physically

phoning students and their parents to make as much of a one-to-one connection as was allowed

within the pressures of the isolation of the pandemic. The teachers at GMS do not share their

phone numbers outside their personal contacts and everyone I spoke to used the Google voice

app to disguise their private number.
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Connections and communications during the pandemic were not traditional. Formal

channels of communication traditionally used by the school system were shown to be outdated.

Parents and staff began using more informal platforms that were traditionally used between

informal friend groups. One teacher told me that a mother had Facetimed him out of school

hours, and he had initially felt very uncomfortable taking her call. He stated. “Why was this lady

calling me using Facetime during the evening?” It turned out that the parent considered Facetime

a way of connecting with her friends when she needed information, so when she became

desperate for information, she did not consider Facetiming a teacher any different. The parent

needed to know how to access her child’s email, and the only contact she had was his phone

number. (He was uncomfortable and unsure of how the parent had obtained his number).

Ultimately, however, he described the satisfaction of helping her find her child’s email and

helping her understand the virtual school schedule. He proudly recalled that the student attended

classes from then on because he had made that family connection. This demonstrates how

unprecedented conditions pushed teachers and families past previous social norms and barriers in

an effort to serve the students.

A teacher in an eighth-grade class recalled how she made a personal commitment to call

and make contact with all the students in one of her classes per week. She said to me “A lot of

numbers that were on file didn’t work. A LOT!” She also began to change these calls into mental

health checks asking parents, “How is he doing?” or “Is she okay at home?” She said she also

found herself offering to liaise a lot between parents and other teachers by trying to use her

positive connections to improve the relationships throughout the grade, especially teachers who

were uncomfortable with the new requirements. In our interview, she openly admitted that she

had not had relationships with the students’ families to that level before and that she actually
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liked talking to the kids and checking on them. After the pandemic, she changed her role from

classroom teacher and took a job as a school counselor at GMS.

In contrast to this approach, the seventh-grade teachers divided the missing students up

into homerooms and then individual homeroom teachers tried calling parents. One teacher

expressed her frustration at the lack of central organization while trying to reach parents:

So, we took the homeroom classes and made a spreadsheet and had to call

each and every family. So that was super fun when half the numbers don't

work. So it was just a matter of trying to get in contact with the parents

and then keep track…and then communicate with, okay these kids don't

[have technology] and so we're trying to communicate and find out who

has these kids on the master list, and so we're trying to go through and

look and find the students you were looking for…to find out if they had a

device and what their access was. (Teacher B, 30 May 2022)

The annoyance in this teacher’s voice was obvious as she tried to articulate the

difficulties she had. While students were in school, teachers used to ask individual

students for their parents’ contact numbers, but there was nobody physically in

the building, so the record keeping came under heavy criticism.

One person I interviewed (the special education coordinator) said that his relationships

with his students and their families increased and improved during the pandemic. At the

beginning of the lockdown, the state governor had specifically said that it was important to make

sure students continue receiving special education services they need, “to most closely

approximate the therapy and special services they would receive in a normal school day” (Powell

-Crain 2022). The special education teacher for eighth grade at GMS took this to heart. When I
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asked him if his job changed during the COVID lockdown, he smiled and shook his head, “no.”

He said he was doing the exact same job of correcting student behavior and helping students with

their work by providing the needed accommodations. He was just doing it over a computer Zoom

meeting. He normally had a higher than average interaction with the students on his caseload and

called and messaged them regularly during normal school, so COVID, he said, “just meant more

of that.” He had already built a community and established the correct phone numbers before the

lockdown began. He said a lot of his primary communications during COVID were explaining

policy and services and sending schedules to parents to help them help their students. He is one

of the few members of staff who used his own phone number and did not use a disguising app.

Interestingly, he said he used email to communicate with his students who all had school issued

Chromebooks but sent text messages to communicate with his students’ parents who were more

likely to have a phone available than a computer.

Community-Building Function Centered Around Social Media Communities

Another teacher I interviewed, who was very technologically savvy, began noticing

communities developing on social media platforms. She began sharing with her peer group the

posted experiences that teachers in other states were describing.

I'm active on social media hearing some friends (I call them friends) in

the Facebook groups as they are discussing … they’re my West Coast

friends who are teachers who were about two, two to three weeks ahead of

us in the lockdown. So, we were hearing about their issues and

communicating them to administration saying, “Hey, these teachers on the

West Coast (are) dealing with these issues. We might want to be aware of
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them” and so that gave us a little bit of a heads up of “we might need to be

a little bit proactive with these things. (Teacher B, 30 May 2022)

She was hoping to learn lessons from the experiences of other school districts around the country

who had locked down their schools before MPS. The removal of geographic restrictions

provided by social media meant that teachers were connecting across the country and forming

new communities that could help each other. The messages included teachers describing how

they were worried about students suffering with their mental health because they were socially

isolated, teachers beginning to provide communication outlets and mental health checks, and

students falling behind academically because of the lack of in-person classroom support.

Community-Building Function Centered Around Parent/School Communities

Everyone in the community was affected by the pandemic, and many parents and teachers felt

that communication from district and government was less than optimum. A couple of teachers

told me that district communications were reactionary and not timely.

The one who was handling communication at that point. He was retiring

and so he was not a stellar communications person, very reactive. So, we

had, there were lots of rumors going back and forth among teachers.

“What have you heard? What have you heard?” So, yeah, the rumor mill

was going. (Teacher A, 8 May 2022)

Many appreciated that other districts were having just as many difficulties coping with the new

situation as they were, “they’re just normal human beings doing the best they could,” said one

sympathetic teacher. With the creation of this void, parents began reaching out to the librarian,

because she was the member of staff contacting them about the distribution of laptops. She

handled their inquiries quietly and discretely. She told me:
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They [parents] were asking more about, um, they knew a little something

about the disease, probably as much as we did, but they wanted to know,

are the kids gonna be able to come back to school? How will the kids be

able to get their assignments done? Some of them was, I never used the

computer before. I don't know what to do. My kid don't know what to do,

you know, how can we get some additional help? So, we had things like

that that was coming in constantly in every group that was coming through

(Teacher E, 22 June 2022)

As parents and staff tried to connect, both groups seemed to be looking for the community

connection at a school level. District communication seemed remote to both groups.

The grade level administrator I interviewed lamented the loss of the connections with the

wider community that COVID lockdown generated. He interpreted my questions about

community as the people outside the building combining with the students and teachers. A year

later (when the interviews were conducted) he still feels that the school has not recovered from

shutting the parents out.

As you see, we don’t allow parents in the building. When I go down to

meet with a parent, I am reluctant to let them pass the security check, as

far as that goes maybe to the library, or the main office as parent contact.

Certain parents would love to come and shadow their child, but we don't

do that. That used to be one of my main go-to’s because it would not

necessarily to inconvenience the parents, just to get help and assistance

with the child and to see them in their school environment. (Principal B,

15 May 2022)
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During the lockdown access to the school building was severely restricted, but that restriction

has continued beyond the official closures and schools are still trying to rebuild the community

they lost. The interactions are taking a long time to rebuild, and the consequences of the closures

reach far beyond the official pandemic.

Community-Building Function Centered Around City Communities

The school librarian has always had communications and connections with the local

public library. Before the pandemic, she ran mini-field trips to the local public library. During the

interview she admitted she was really worried about students continuing to read while they were

locked down at home.

All the librarians, every librarian in the system, we met through zoom, to

try and gather ideas on how we could still engage the kids in reading. How

are we gonna get these kids to continue reading? How are we get some

reading materials in their hands? (Teacher E, 22 June 2022)

Government procedures at the beginning of the pandemic instructed librarians to place all

returned paper products outside in the elements, outside a building, for two days, to kill the virus.

Needless to say, this also “killed” the books. So, the librarian at GMS told me about how she

began reaching out to her contacts and friends from before COVID outbreak.

Well, I did have a, um, representative from the public library… and they

would do like a story time with the school, with their little babies. They

would do story time for us too. And then they shared materials with us on

how the kids could access their online library…All I had was printed
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materials on the shelf. No eBooks in my collection…we're trying to get

some ideas together on how we can reach these kids to continue to have

them engaged in reading. We didn't have any, any eBooks in our

collection. (Teacher E, 22 June 2022)

Currently, the GMS library has a healthy collection of eBooks and the physical books on the

shelves are being used less and less.

Integration of Community-Building Function and Generative Function

In conclusion, the community building function encourages the development of

relationships outside of the aggregates and rings the whole organization into the problem-solving

arena. The story time over zoom meetings was new and innovative and could easily have been

included in the generative function paragraph, but I chose to put it here because as well as being

an outstanding example of innovative thought it also shows the development of wider

community relationships. The community building function combined with the freedom of the

generative function and also allowed the librarian to use her community conversations to see an

opportunity and use her budget to buy eBooks instead of traditional books, benefitting the

students. The community building function also reinforces generative functions as aggregates, in

this case the network of librarians who begin to work together for solutions. This can, in turn,

assist administrative functions with the reinforcement of newly established processes and

development of social norms.

Information-Gathering and Information-Using Functions

Information gathering and information using are different from the other three leadership

functions in that the first three describe how individuals interact and these two relate to what the

interactions are about. The specific use of the word “gathering” implies a collection of
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information from lots of different and varied sources using different techniques. This was

certainly the case for the teachers at GMS. Several teachers commented that the official channels

of communication used by both the building administration and the district and state

administration were not the most useful. During my interviews I asked each teacher and

administrator how they found out that the school had closed for COVID. GMS was on spring

break at the beginning of the lockdown and so normal channels of intercom announcements and

staff meetings were not available. This gave me an indication of how they were gathering and

collecting information to make sense of a completely new situation.

Throughout the virtual learning teachers continued to gather information from as many

sources as possible. Students, family, social media and real-life friends were at the forefront with

meetings, email, and mass distribution calls coming a far placed second.

I asked the nurse how she found out that the district was closing the schools and she said

the union had told her before the official channels of the district health department. The union,

she said, had tried to advise the school district but she described meetings after lockdown where

the nurses’ union met with MPS and MPS “chose whether to take the advice or not.” She seemed

tired and unimpressed by people who “just wanted to open the schools back up.” Her information

came from several national and local sources, and she explained her role of advising the principal

on public health, but he was not the person making the decisions.

Was GMS at the “Edge of Chaos?”

Complexity leadership theory assumes that the system within which the leadership takes

place is a closed complex adaptive system (CAS) (Albert et al., 2015; Pslek, 1995; Aagaard,

2012; Chiva, 2014, as cited in Turner & Baker, 2019). Complexity leadership events take place at

what is referred to as the edge of chaos (Kauffman, 1995; Mitchellet al., 1993; Stacey, 2002)
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where there is a slender boundary between useful complexity and uncontrollable, destructive

chaos. This challenges the idea that the only alternative to being in charge is anarchy (Stacey et

al., 2000). The suggestion, by Lichtenstein and Plowman (2009), that industrial and commercial

leaders may create controversy to artificially build this situation is darkly humorous to educators

in public school classrooms, particularly during a global pandemic. The dichotomous construct

of certainty and agreement was certainly disrupted during the initial lockdown period. Within

this system certainty is measured as stakeholders being either certain or uncertain of the

situation, and agreement is measured by the stakeholders being in agreement or far from

agreement about the solutions to the problems, with chaos being defined when the system is both

uncertain and far from agreement. The pandemic erased the use of classrooms with the state

mandated closure of the school buildings for the rest of the academic year; the governor’s words

left teachers with few concrete physical underpinnings for their instruction, leaving them in the

area of far from certainty.

To teachers the local school level seemed to be a world away from the governor’s

speeches at the capitol. Before the COVID outbreak of March 2020, Ramsey Archibald (2019)

wrote an article using data from the US Census Bureau that showed that, on average, a quarter of

the population of the state live in homes without internet access. This is in high contrast to the

national data, which suggests an average of 82% of households in the country had internet

access. Furthermore, this data also showed that 20.7% of households in the states capitol did not

have internet, an even greater disparity than the national norm. As one teacher said to me:

Our initial thought, I think as a teacher, was how are these children going

to learn? If they are going to learn through devices do they have devices?

If they don't have devices, is it our responsibility, as their school, to
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provide them with devices? How are we going to do that? (Teacher A, 8

May 2022)

With teachers being given complete individual responsibility for their lessons but not

having training in virtual instruction and with some not being tech-minded, or having received

little to no explicit training, they were left far from agreement. One teacher, who has a master’s

degree in instructional technology from a local university expressed her frustration at the lack of

consistency in the learning environments:

There are teachers who are very tech-savvy who could go forward and

make great lessons, and there were teachers who couldn't even load up the

sheets on Edgenuity and needed help, and so it wasn't just the kids having

equitable access but the training among the teachers …it was very (sighs)

you know how it is. … The old teachers who understand how to design

learning and those who struggle with technology… it wouldn't be fair to

students if they were in Miss Smith's class who can't use technology and

their friend is in my class and I can design the lessons. (Teacher B, 30

May 2022)

Consequently, after the governor’s and the state superintendent's press conferences announcing

the closing of physical school buildings and the introduction of “enhanced virtual schooling,”

GMS could be said to be at the edge of chaos. Stakeholders were both far from certainty and far

from agreement, and therefore in the correct climate for complex leadership events to take place.

Were Aggregates and Meta-Aggregates Formed Within the CAS?

A complex adaptive system (CAS) is made up of individuals who are totally independent

of each other but form social groups and networks called aggregates; these groups can produce
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emergent leadership events and influence change and movement in the whole system. These

social groupings are formed around shared history and experiences. These aggregates, created by

individuals who during this period were operating at the edge of chaos, and no longer even

shared a permanent work place with each other, fulfilling the non-linear and non-reductionist

properties that help to define a complex adaptive system (Turner & Baker, 2019), producing

adaptive and self-organizing paths and leadership events. They began with imposed work groups

and developed into friendship aggregates that still centered around the tag of GMS, but with

more interpersonal undertones.

These bonding processes do not necessarily happen during the chaotic period of the

system. They are equally valid if they have been formed previously in calmer times. In the

academic year before the pandemic (2018/2019), the principal of the school had performed a

series of climate analyses in preparation for his PhD dissertation: “Evaluating Critical Initiatives

Related To Climate At A High-Poverty Middle School.” His written analysis provides an insight

into a school that was having difficulties:

Throughout the fall semester, five teachers resigned due to their inability

to address students’ needs. Although each teacher who resigned was

certified, they lacked one or more critical skills needed to be most

effective with our challenging student population. During the 2018–2019

school term, the school’s climate among students, staff, and faculty

suffered tremendously. (Principal A - dissertation)

The principal was, ironically, trying to implement team climate improving initiatives

immediately prior to the governor’s closure statements, but as lockdown was implemented, any

previous improvement plans were shelved.
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Complex adaptive systems consist of individuals who have found social commonality in

tags and attractors that have facilitated the formation of social groups and networks called

aggregates. Tags are the conversational topics that provide the initial starting point for the group

to come together; they can be based on personal relationships, work-oriented connections, or a

mixture of both simultaneously. The aggregates align (correlation), informally form themselves

into a more cohesive structure (aggregation), and then reinforce themselves in an echo chamber

environment (autocatalysis) (Brown, 2011). As this process matures stability and reassurance

develop and leadership events emerge. Ultimately, traditional leaders provide the structures to

facilitate the events and give meaning to what is happening (Plowman et al, 2007b).

Professionally, teachers at GMS had two work-oriented pre-formed groupings; they were both a

subject teacher (English, math, science and humanities) and a grade level member (6th, 7th and

8th grade). These groupings generated two preformed - work initiated - aggregates. Staff

turnover is huge at GMS with seven out of eight core teachers leaving eighth grade to go to other

schools or retire after the 2021-2022 school year. Retaining staff was always a major difficulty

well before 2020; high staff turnover has immensely detrimental effects on relationships and

ultimately the formation of aggregates. One faculty member, a veteran teacher who was in her

first year teaching at GMS, said when the school locked down the only person she really

communicated with was the subject curriculum specialist. She had a sadness in her voice when

she said:

There’s been such a change in school leadership and high turnover, that

you don't warm up to people. (Teacher B, 30 May 2022)
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Teaching is based on relationships both between teacher and students and between the teachers

themselves. The uncertainty of these relationships year on year undermines a foundational part of

that friendship process as the teacher continued:

It's hard to form those bonds when you're not sure they're going to be there

next year. (Teacher B, 30 May 2022)

The school climate in the academic year prior to the pandemic lockdown and the high staff

turnover also had severe implications on the staff relationships with each other and

administration. The organization of the classes was also cited as being one of the underlying

reasons for reduced staff interactions, the teacher continued:

Because we weren’t in teams, I didn't have phone numbers for anyone but

[the principal]. We might have had a couple of friends on Facebook but for

the most part we just didn't talk to each other … we could email if we had

a question but there was really no communication, at least from my

perspective. It was my first year at the school so I didn't have the bonds

that we have now, I didn't have anyone that I could freely text snarky

comments to. There were so many issues that year. Even before COVID,

there were a lot of issues. (Teacher B, 30 May 2022)

The implication is that the teachers wanted to have relationships with each other. They wanted to

exchange “snarky comments” along with the dark humor that makes some difficult work

situations more bearable. These comments are not necessarily related to toxic behavior but more

in line with bonding over the common tag that work, as a middle school teacher, during a

pandemic, was difficult and demanding. The teacher here considered this more venting than

unhealthy and unproductive and the comments, made between friends, made the work
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environment more bearable. The formal channels of communication were open in that teachers

could “email if they had a question,” but that implies a premeditated thought process that is

generally missing from a spontaneous friendship-based conversation. The high stress

environment of teaching in an overcrowded school and organization of the students was a

prohibitive factor in making aggregate connections, even before the isolation of the pandemic.

There are inevitably some teachers who had worked together for extended periods and

the camaraderie was perhaps stronger between these individuals, maybe because of the

extraneous circumstances. They have survived the turnovers together. Several interviewees

mentioned a specific pair friend group that they knew of, but they talked about them in the

exception not the rule. “But they've been partnered together for like four or five years.” In the

context of other schools this is not a huge amount of time where teachers can be in the same

establishment for their whole careers, but for GMS this is exceptional.

At the beginning of the lockdown meta-aggregates formed loosely around formal school

structured groupings such as grade level teachers and subject teachers, rather than the organic

collaboration of aggregate friendship groups finding their own commonality. Grade level

teachers resolved problems like discipline and procedures. The following quote from one of the

few veteran teachers at GMS shows a commonality of student welfare and learning but avoids

any personal interactions. She talks about how they talked to each other at the beginning of the

lockdown period as everyone struggled to find some kind of security and reassurance.

I think we all have the same goal in mind - what can we do to help these

children? But how are we going to get this job done? I'm not sure what

I'm doing, do you know what you're doing? What do you think you're

going to do? Okay, this is what I think I'm going to do. Okay, let's see
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how that works, okay? When I say that out loud does that make sense to

you ? I need you to be my sounding board because I'm not really sure so I

think it helps, because we were all talking to one another, trying to figure

it out, we realize that's not going to work, that it would work better if we

put this together with that and left that right out. (Teacher A, 8 May 2022)

The correlation and aggregation for this meta-aggregate were externally provided through

professional requirements and externally dictated grouping, but there is no element of natural

autocatalysis here (Brown, 2011). In chemistry autocatalysis happens when a product from the

reaction is the catalyst and the reaction continues to progress quickly producing its own impetus.

Within this research this is demonstrated through sharing lesson planning and reinforcing

teaching ideas, and the reassurance and reinforcing from the other members of the aggregate in

return, the success, and positive reinforcement from peers, is a catalyst for more ideas. And then

as the lockdown progressed teachers began to talk about how these work-enforced groups began

to change into friendships through work related communication. When asked if there were

relationships before the lockdown one teachers said:

I knew who they were, and I talked to them but I don't think I talked as

much as I did when I wasn't in the building because when something came

up I could just stick my head in the hallway and say like, “Hey, Miss

Parker, when you get a second, come here.” I can't do that because I'm at

my house, and you’re at your house, so I’m constantly emailing, and we

all had each other's cell number, so we're in a group chat together so we

definitely talked more and got closer during the pandemic. Yes, I would

definitely say that. (Teacher A, 8 May 2022)
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The chaos and insecurity of the situation allowed bonds to form both through necessity and

through the human need to find understanding and relationship. Teachers using natural teleology

within their aggregate structure and trying to fulfill their personal and professional requirements

becomes evident.

Conclusions

GMS was operating at the edge of chaos during the COVID pandemic lockdown of 2020,

aggregates and meta-aggregates were formed, and a Complex Adaptive System was formed. The

complex leadership theory framework can be applied to this organization during this time.

Having had their decision-making ability effectively removed; the building

administration changed the way decisions were made by employing the complex leadership

theory administrative function by using entrainment to enable emergence of leadership events.

An example of this was the administration providing timetables and schedules for the teachers to

work within and adapt.

Simultaneously to administration providing coarse grain structures, teachers were

operating within the generative function to adapt fine grain procedures to better address the

immediate needs of their students. These actions lead to leadership events to emerge from the

aggregates and change the administratively imposed coarse grain procedures.

The community building function of complex leadership reinforces and strengthens the

place of the CAS communities within the external communities. Coarse grain processes arise

through the interactions of overlapping community groups and social expectations. The different

interacting communities identified include the groups in the building and those outside the

building which intimately interacted.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion

Complex leadership takes place at the edge of chaos when the environment is far from

certainty and far from agreement (Kauffman, 1995; Mitchell et al., 1993; Stacey 2002), in

summary, “far-from equilibrium” (Meyer et al., 2005, p. 1; Prigogine, 1995). Aggregates, which

may have formed previous to the current situation, come together to change fine grain

procedures in everyday operations through the Generative leadership function. Administration

and traditional leadership positions use these changes at “grass roots level” to change coarse

grain procedures that enable the organization to adapt and survive. Having established that GMS

was operating under edge of chaos conditions during the pandemic lockdown of 2020 this
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research showed that emergent leadership events changed fine grain procedures which in turn

changed coarse grain policies. Participant interviewees described small, but significant, changes

that were made to the everyday operation of the classrooms through informal collaboration that

were adopted as permanent changes by administration.

Summary of the Study

This study explores the experiences of administration, faculty and staff at a Title I middle

school in a south eastern state of the United States of America using a framework of complex

leadership theory. This study’s findings support the existing literature and research but also add

to it by including thick description and tangible to each of the leadership functions. The specific

examples of each of the functions, with detailed descriptions of each, provide understanding as to

how the theoretical framework is implemented. The administration in my study were not

specifically implementing complex leadership theory, however, an examination of their actions

and behaviors shows that this framework is very applicable and useful for this analysis.

Significance of the Study

Study findings show that a Title I middle school in a mid-sized city in the Southeastern

United States, along with every other domestic school, underwent monumental changes during

the CoVID-19 pandemic. The fundamental changes to education imposed by federal and state

level mandates left individual buildings at the edge of chaos where the administration, faculty

and students were far from certainty and far from agreement. A framework for complex

leadership was constructed and applied to the complex adaptive system to show the formation of

aggregates and the changes in coarse grain structures, to the fine grain procedures developed by
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those aggregates. Study findings support the existing literature and research but also add to it

adding thick description and tangible examples to each of the leadership functions.

Research Question

The study explored the following research question: How did the decision-making processes of

traditional leadership roles change through the interaction of the four functions of complex

leadership theory in a Title I middle school in response to the COVID -19 crisis?

Review of Methodology

This is an instrumental, single case study design, which is the use of a case study to

understand something else (Stake, 1995). The case is a community who are centered around a

public middle school and bounded spatially and temporarily. The study sought to develop an

understanding of the complex leadership within this community during the COVID -19

lockdown at the beginning of 2020. A qualitative inquiry methodology was selected for this

study as a means of prioritizing the perspectives and lived experiences of the study participants

(Creswell & Poth, 2016), using semi structured, ethnographic interviews. These interviews were

then analyzed for emergent themes.

Some interviewees gave permissions for their interview to be recorded and these

interactions were transcribed and then analyzed. Several interviewees were not comfortable with

recorded interviews and these interactions were recorded by hand during the interview and then

follow up notes were made immediately afterwards. Codes taken from the analysis of the

interviews formed categories that grouped codes together. Complex leadership theory provided a

framework for the analysis of the interviews, with themes being taken directly from the

theoretical work.

Major Findings
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Operating at the Edge of Chaos

My research and interviews show that GMS was operating at the edge of chaos caused by

the COVID -19 pandemic. The administrators, faculty and staff were both far from agreement in

the way that the education would be provided in the new environment and far from certainty as

to how the situation would be resolved. This environment produced the formation of aggregates.

Findings Related to Literature

The current literature divides complex leadership theory into five components that

together work to promote emergent leadership events from aggregates formed from within the

Complex Adaptive System (CAS). This research provides tangible descriptions of these

leadership functions within a real-life situation. The research takes the theoretical descriptions of

the administrative (Uhl-Bien et al., 2007; Hazy & Uhl-bien, 2015), generative (Hazy, 2011; Hazy

& Uhl-Bien 2015; Surie & Hazy 2006), community building (Hazy, 2011; Hazy & Uhl-Bien,

2015), information-gathering (Hazy & Uhl-Bien, 2015) and information-using functions (Hazy

& Uhl-Bien, 2015) and shows them in operation.

The next section will compare the findings of this study in parallel with Appendix B (first

presented in Chapter 2), A Summary of Leadership Functions and their Mechanisms, which

describes each of the leadership functions as presented in the literature.

Generative

To allow teachers to develop solutions to immediate problems they must be encouraged

and allowed the freedom to form aggregates with other involved parties. They have to be allowed

independence of thought. Hazy and Uhl-Bien (2015) describe this as an entrepreneurial process

in which enabling (Hazy & Uhl-Bien, 2015) and adaptive (Uhl-bien et al., 2007) conditions

provide room for experimentation. This research showed this function in practice as teachers
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were allowed the flexibility to develop lesson schedules that fitted the needs of their students.

The teacher developed fine grain adjustments were adopted into coarse grain policy by the

building administration. It shows that administration encouraged the broad adoption of

innovations that have been vetted (Garud et al., 2006, 2011, as cited in Hazy & Uhl-Bien, 2015)

and intentionally did not punish failure (Backstöm et al., 2011, as cited in Hazy & Uhl-Bien,

2015). The new schedules were a practical combination of the original, produced by the

administration, and the changes requested by the teachers to accommodate students who were

having technology issues. This research shows “the paradox of control” in practice as teaching

groups were given controlling features that could not be intricately managed (Uhl-Bien &

Marion, 2009). In conclusion, this research shows the generative leadership function positively

correlated to the success of the emergence mechanism to produce new coarse-grain procedures

(Hazy & Uhl-Bien, 2015).

Administrative

The administrative function provides rules and restrictions though a process of

entrainment (Brown, 2011; Hazy & Uhl-Bien, 2015). This provides teachers with the security of

being able to know they are doing the job required of them. There are inevitably “big picture”

issues that classroom teachers are unaware of, that administration need to address through daily

regulations. This leaves the administrative function convergent (Hazy, 2011) with defined chains

of responsibility (Hazy & Uhl-Bien, 2015), role clarity (Baltaci & Balci, 2017), and consistent

routines (Baltaci & Balci, 2017). This research shows this function in practice through the

administrative control of the paper packets that were distributed to students who did not have the
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required access to either a computer, the internet or both. Teachers wanted to provide detailed

paper packets from each class, but administration knew this was logistically impossible for

distribution and collection. The principal showed that the larger issues were not with the teachers

assigning work but with the logistical chain that the teachers didn’t know about, he said:

Unfortunately, it's too complicated. And we have limited staff. They

[district administration] took all of our security guards except one…So

that one person had to sit, sit at the door all day and take packets and give

out packets and all that. And I just didn't have the personnel to sit through

all of that complicated mess. (Principal A, 2 August 2022)

This research shows the administrative leadership function in conflict with the informal nature of

the CAS, showing the difficulties faced by a principal trying to maintain bureaucratic control

while at the edge of chaos; this dichotomy is called entanglement (Schneider & Somers 2006).

Entanglement describes the relationship between the formal top-down structures found in

traditional organizations and the resonant aggregates formed through complex social interactions.

The administrative leadership function worked in coordination with generative functions to

prevent over authoritarian control mechanisms destroying the emerging complexity (Baltacı &

Balcı, 2017).

Community Building

In times of chaos communities can help each other through support and shared

experiences. The community building function (Hazy, 2011; Hazy and Uhl-Bien 2013) enables

communities (Uhl-Bien et al. 2007) to find solutions together through intrinsic motivation

(Uhl-Bien et al., 2007). It identifies “in-groups” (Northhouse, 2015) that together can develop

solutions to the problems created by the situation and outdated, unrealistic coarse grain
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procedures. It encourages citizenship behavior (Hazy & Uhl-Bien, 2015). This research

identified several different communities within the school. Each individual classroom, be it real

or virtual can be considered as a community of students. There is a simultaneous community of

the school, students and teachers and the immediately connected parents. The wider community

of schools within the district branches out into the larger community of the city including

churches and grass roots community groups. The community building leadership function

applies to all of these groups, encouraging participation across the groups and ultimately

producing emergent leadership events. Community building was sown in this research in the

new, non-traditional channels of communication that were developed, for example teachers and

parents communicating through messaging and facetime. Students developed their new virtual

community by advocating for each other and letting teachers know when they could come to

virtual lessons because of outside problems. The research also highlights the role that the school

played in the wider community by providing epidemiological advice to parents who did not have

access to information about the pandemic or the disease.

Information Gathering and Information Using

This study did not address these functions of the complex leadership theory.

Implications for Practice

Complex Leadership, Like Teaching, Is Built on Relationships

The generative function of the complex leadership theory, presented in this research, is

fundamentally based in the successful formation of meaningful relationships. Relationships

between teachers, facilitate the formation of aggregates that ultimately result in emergent

leadership events that change fine grain procedure to solve problems. Traditional leadership

positions can promote this process by encouraging the formation of aggregates and
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meta-aggregates by facilitating communication. These groupings ultimately form new, and

sometimes revolutionary, solution-based procedures through the processes of autocatalysis and

resonance.

Simultaneously, relationships and the resultant trusted communication between students

and teachers can highlight the problems with the processes that are in place, that are being

encountered, and that may not be immediately obvious to others outside the communities. These

communication pathways feed the Information-Gathering function providing original

perspectives and new data. Information using within the aggregate structure then facilitates new

methods that are more effective, and solutions are proposed and tried.

Leaders Must Acknowledge and Encourage Relationships

Complex leadership, like teaching, is built on relationships. The generative function of

the complex leadership theory, presented in this research, is fundamentally based in the

successful formation of meaningful relationships which facilitate the formation of aggregates

that ultimately result in emergent leadership events that change fine grain procedure to solve

problems. Traditional leadership positions can promote this process by encouraging the

formation of aggregates and meta-aggregates by facilitating communication. These groupings

ultimately form new, and sometimes revolutionary, solution-based procedures through the

processes of autocatalysis and resonance.

Good classroom relationships have been historically acknowledged as the foundation of

successful classroom management and engaged learning, however, these relationships also feed

into the community building function of complex leadership theory which encourages a sense of

belonging. Conversations with students can lead to aggregates forming suggested solutions, as in

the case of students in this research telling the teachers about peer access to technology.
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The trust relationship between administration, faculty and students which allows this

process to happen is therefore imperative. Teams of teachers cannot simply be told to

communicate with each other, relationships must be developed around tags and common

interests that are not necessarily work related. At the lowest level of encouragement

administration should provide a phone tree so teachers can communicate with each other. Social

gatherings outside of work should be encouraged particularly gatherings that reinforce outside

interests that will develop aggregates. The classic staff Christmas or holiday party, or faculty

tailgating before an significant school sports event could be important in forming relationships

outside the work environment; to such an extent that planning time and monetary resources

should be allocated. Conversations about things other than work, in the right context of the

school day, can strengthen the relationships that form aggregate groups that can develop fine

grain operating procedures during times of uncertainty. If possible, a faculty room with

comfortable chairs and a quiet work area should be provided to encourage staff to talk to each

other in a student free environment.

Relationships between faculty may not be prevalent in normal times but during times of

stress teachers will form aggregates and meta-aggregates to problem solve and radically reassess

fine grain procedures to provide appropriate solutions. These aggregates of teachers can develop

powerful and innovative solutions to previously unknown problems.

Teachers should be allowed to have time with students that is not solely academic to

develop trust relationships that will survive chaotic environments. Homerooms and academic

advisory times allow for appropriate social conversations that develop connections between

students and teachers. Teachers and students watching school sporting events together promotes

school spirit and social interactions with school orientated conversations. Sports coaching and
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clubs and activities like chess club and dungeons and dragons club, outside the classroom, also

allows for a development of more personal connections that become important in times of chaos.

Leaders Must Strike a Balance Between Generative and Administrative Functions

Leaders using complexity leadership theory as their guide need to strike a fine balance

between allowing aggregate groups to have a free reign to form localized solutions to problems

and the best interests and needs of the larger establishment. There are many complex logistical

relationships happening in a large organization that individuals and small groups are probably

unaware of. Leaders provide an overview and a tangible link between all the different aspects of

the organization. The generative function must be controlled with the administrative function to

avoid well-intentioned anarchy where individual aggregates become detached from the larger

operation. The ability to generate new and innovative ideas and processes at the fine grain level

must also include the possibility of failure which should not be seen as a definitively bad

outcome. Groups and aggregates who are afraid of failure are unlikely to use their full potential

to develop alternative procedures that meet their needs. Administration must be aware of the

risks of ideas that do not fit smoothly into the larger organization or that don’t give the desired

results. They must also communicate why a fine grain procedure change does not fit into the

larger organization in order to show aggregates that their effort is appreciated but that the

implementation is not possible. This level of trust and communication will reinforce the

relationships.

Aggregate implemented fine grain procedural adjustments that are successful require

administrative support and the implementation of the ratcheting process to secure the changes in

place. Changes in coarse grain procedures influenced by the alterations to fine grain strategies
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should be put in place by new rules and the appropriate communication of the change.

Stakeholdership is a powerful and well-established motivator for small groups and aggregates.

Recommendations for Future Research

The administration in my study were not intentionally implementing complex leadership

theory. The principal had heard of, and studied the theory, as he has a PhD in educational

leadership, however, he did not purposely use its tenets. The observations recorded are of a

faculty and staff operating at the edge of chaos doing what they think is best under the extreme

circumstances. My observations of their actions uses the lens of complex leadership theory to

provide a framework for analysis. The aggregates were not artificially encouraged by

administration, but formed naturally through teleology, the deliberate pursuit of a desired end,

(Marion & Uhl-Bien, 2001). The relational dynamics of leadership in both conventional and

complex processes has been severely overlooked in contemporary leadership research

(Uhl-Bien, 2006). Further research should be conducted in an environment that has purposely

and intentionally adopted a complex leadership theory approach to problem-solving in chaotic

environments. Purposely encouraging the emergent leadership events through the generative and

administrative processes should be observed in comparison to this research.

This is just one Title I middle school in one south eastern state. This case study employed

a qualitative inquiry methodology, prioritizing the perspectives and lived experiences of the

study participants (Creswell & Poth, 2018), more research showing relationships and emergent

leadership events in other educational chaotic environments should be examined. Chaotic

environments, that are far from understanding and far from agreement, occur with alarming

regularity within education. The introduction of a new curriculum or a large staff turnover may

produce circumstances where staff are unsure of how to implement change effectively. Equally
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the tragic death of a student or faculty member may put the school environment into a situation

at the edge of chaos where complex leadership theory is applied. The lens of complex leadership

can be applied both to environments employing intentional application of the theory and as a tool

for understanding an environment that has never heard of it.

This research is conducted by an outsider observing the formation of aggregates and the

subsequent emergent leadership events, one year after the event. Investigations should also be

conducted by researchers embedded within an aggregate to show its formation from an inside

point of view. This would detail how the emergent leadership event developed, including failed

proposals that were eliminated by natural selection before anyone outside of the group heard

about them. These failures are rarely communicated after the fact as they are considered

irrelevant considering a successful proposal. This research would also include how the aggregate

members reacted to the use of the administrative function without the detailed external

understanding of the larger organization.

Concluding Remarks

GMS was operating at the edge of chaos during the COVID - 19 pandemic lockdown of

2020, aggregates and meta-aggregates were formed, and a Complex Adaptive System was

formed. The complex leadership theory framework can be applied to this organization during this

time.

Having had their decision-making ability effectively removed; the building

administration changed the way decisions were made by employing the complex leadership

theory administrative function by using entrainment to enable emergence of leadership events.
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An example of this was the administration providing timetables and schedules for the teachers to

work within and adapt.

Simultaneously, to administration providing coarse grain structures, teachers were

operating within the generative function to adapt fine grain procedures to better address the

immediate needs of their students. These actions lead to leadership events to emerge from the

aggregates and change the administratively imposed coarse grain procedures.
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Appendix A

The decision-making process in changing environments, adapted from the Stacey Matrix (Stacey
2002)
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Appendix B

A Summary of Leadership Functions and Their Mechanisms.
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Appendix C

Reflective questions for enacting the CHE principles in semi-structured interviews in educational
research. Brown & Danaher (2020, p85)

Connectivity.

1. What strategies can be adopted to help to build trust and overcome experiences of
vulnerability, cautiousness and apprehension?

2. How should I dress when meeting and conducting interviews with research participants?
3. Is the language of the participant information sheet and consent form sufficiently clear

and informative without being inaccessible?
4. How can I provide potential participants with enough information to ensure that they give

their fully informed consent to participate without influencing their responses?
5. How can I maximize credibility and trust with participants whom I have never previously

met?
6. How can I read accurately the verbal and non-verbal signals to understand how I am

perceived by the (potential) participants?
7. Is it possible to balance aspects of reciprocity in terms of how much information I give

and share as part of building relationships and connections?
8. How can I shorten the distance between myself as the researcher and the participants?

Humanness.

1. How can I demonstrate humanness and a degree of informality without being seen as
unprofessional?

2. How can I use the interview to identify the separate and shared interests held by the
participant/s and myself?

3. How can I avoid making inaccurate or inappropriate promises or commitments about how
potential interviewers might benefit from participating in the research?

4. Are there specific aspects of semi-structured interviewing to consider and employ when
interviewing people who are variously constructed as ‘disadvantaged’ or ‘marginalised’?

5. What is the balance between sharing relevant aspects of my own humanness on the one
hand and my voice and experience dominating the discussion on the other?

6. How far should I go in terms of blurring the boundaries between my role as a researcher
and those of being a ‘sharer of information’, a ‘confidant’ and a ‘friend’?

7. How can I overcome emotions expressed by participants such as vulnerability,
cautiousness and apprehension?

8. How can I recognize whether there is an appropriate and equitable balance of power in
the relationship between myself and the participants?
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9. How can I convey that participants are not being judged and that I am genuinely
interested in their stories and the uniqueness of their contexts?

Empathy.

1. How can I move the interview process away from being one of interrogation to one that is
much more in tune with developing enduring relationships with participants and that in
turn acknowledges and values their contributions and positions?

2. How easily can empathy shade into being perceived as endorsing or critiquing specific
attitudes, behaviours and values on the part of the participants or others?

3. To what extent can and should empathy function as the bridge between self and
other/ness?

4. How might participants portray my empathy with other community members and/or
others after the conclusion of the interview or the research?
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Appendix D

The study explored the following research question:

How did the decision-making processes of traditional leadership roles change through the

interaction of the four functions of complex leadership theory in a title one middle school,

in response to the COVID -19 crisis?

Questions for Interviews

To address my research questions, I require interview input from both leadership, and teachers.

The language used to pose the questions will be different for these two groups as I am addressing

people with different experiences. The principal has a postgraduate education and therefore

understands the research and interview process. The faculty do not necessarily have this interest

or experience. This adjustment of questions and adaptation to the situation is in line with the

connectivity principles of Brown and Danaher (2000).

Questions for the Principal / Assistant Principal

● Tell me about your decision-making process during the COVID-19 lockdown?

How did you make decisions during the lockdown period?

This speaks directly to the research question and specifically asks about the decision-making

process. This question is appropriate for this level of educational administration. The answers

can then be analyzed using the generative, administrative and community building processes

discussed in chapter two to indicate complex leadership. There may also be information on

information using and information gathering that support the three amin functions.
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● How did your decision-making process change during the COVID-19 lockdown

compared to during “normal times”?

Again, this speaks directly to the research question and will inform analysis using the three

leadership functions.

● Did you specifically encourage community involvement in the decision-making

process during the lockdown? How did you do this?

Did you monitor the group pages on Facebook?

Comparing this to the teacher answers will show if the generative conditions were successfully

put in place to encourage emergence. Also, this speaks to community building and enabling

citizenship behavior.

● How did you keep the community and the faculty informed of your decisions

during the crisis?

This question speaks to how information was gathered and used in the decision-making process.

● Was there an intentional change to your decision-making strategy or was it

organic to the situation?

The intentionality of the change shows an awareness of the change in community interactions

and a purposeful adaptation.

● How did you feel your role changed during the lockdown period?

A personal reflection on the changing roles may speak to the decision-making processes.
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● What was different about leading during a crisis to leading in a “normal” situation

every day?

This question asks for reflection and comparison and will hopefully begin to encourage

memories of the event and how it was different form “normal times”

● Did you find you were influenced from new directions? How much influence

did parents and teachers have on your decision-making process? Did you

encourage this feedback? What did you do with this feedback?

I want to investigate the influences that the leadership felt there was from “non-traditional”

directions and whether they embraced this.

● Did you purposely encourage community involvement in decision making

during the lockdown?

This speaks to the theoretical framework and whether administration was actively encouraging

generative and community building mechanisms

● How much did parents and other stakeholders influence your

decision-making process during the lockdown?

Did administration consciously acknowledge the influence of the parents?

● How do you think your leadership role changed during the crisis?

Questions for Teachers / Faculty
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● Did you / How did you communicate with administration during the lockdown?

This will tell me if there are avenues of communication that I have not considered and will

indicate what the most popular form of communication was?

● Did you feel that this form of communication encouraged? Can you remember

what gave you that impression?

The feeling of encouragement speaks to the decision-making processes of administration as to

whether the views of the community were encouraged and listened to.

● Did you suggest changes to the way things were done? What were they?

This specific question identifies actual decisions and resultant changes that were made and the

influence the aggregates had in this process.

● Did it make any difference to how things were done?

The perception that processes or policies were changed because of their interaction is a key

indicator to complex adaptive systems where leadership events are emerging from the aggregate

interaction.

● Did any teaching policies change during lockdown? Did you notice any changes to

your students learning during lockdown? What changes did you see as the lockdown

progressed?

This question addresses actual changes that happened or were perceived to happen during the

lockdown and indicates if the aggregates feel they had any influence over these events occurring.
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● Tell me about your experience with school during the COVID-19 lockdown? Did you

feel that policies and procedures changed as time went on? Why do you think those

policies changed?

Identifying a change will identify a potential leadership event. Finding out why teachers think

the administration changed their policies identifies decision making.

● Do you feel the COVID-19 crisis school lockdown developed or did it stay the same

throughout? Did we finish the same way we started? What changed? Why do you think it

changed?

If a teacher cannot identify changes in policies from the first question a comparison of the start

and the end may help to show change and decision making. Asking why a policy changed may

identify a leadership event.

● Did the school encourage you to communicate about your experience? How did they

do that? What did you do? Why did you do that?

This question addresses if the teachers were responsible for some of the emergent leadership

events and had formed aggregates like those of parents.

● Did you talk to other teachers about things that you thought need to be changed?

What medium did you use for this? Did you ever formally or informally talk to admin

about your suggestions? What was their response?

This question further investigates the teachers’ role in the decision-making policy of

administration.
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